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FIGURES
Figure 1.
A single fluid in a cylindrical dish heated from below. Flow patterns 
at several values o f  e, taken from V. Steinberg et ai.(1985). The values 
of e are (a ) 0.29; (b ) 0.18; (c ) 0.13; (d ) 0.08; (e) 0.02; ( f )  -0.06. Patterns 
a and b represent concentric flow. For the rest, except (f )  the concentric 
flow is unstable, but the evolution o f the pattern is slow and images do 
not represent a steady state. This figure demonstrates the phenomena of 
critical slowing down near the point of bifurcation.
Figure 2.
A  stable equilibrium
Figure 3.
An asymptotically stable flow
Figure 4.
The roll configuration in a layer of fluid. The various symmetries are 
shown.
Figure 5.
The pitchfork and broken pitchfork bifurcations.
Figure 6.
Benjamin's apparatus for demonstrating the buckling of a viscoelastic 
arch o f wire (taken from D.D. Joseph (1983))
Figure 7.
The tricritical bifurcation, the arrows indicate the hysteretic phenomena
Figure 8.
Nusselt number verses the reduced Rayleigh number. The solid curve 
satisfies N u  — 1 =  (¡35-f*. Data taken from Gao and Bellringer 1986.
Figure 9.
The stability curves (Rayleigh number versus wave number) for the 
free slip pervious (FSP ), no slip impervious (NSI) and free slip impervious 
(FSI). The critical horizontal wave numbers are shown.
Figure 10.
X  versus time at onset o f convection for the eight m ode problem. It 
shows the characteristic predpitious relaxation to the oscillatory state. This 
state becomes unstable to a fixed point.
Figure 11.
X  versus time for the fourteen mode problem, the final oscillator}' state 
is stable.
Figure 12.
A'! versus Y\ for the five mode m odel before and after the period dou­
bling bifurcation.
Figure 13.
Schematic representation o f the period doubling cascade to the hetero­
clinic explosion (M oore et al 1983).
Figure 14.
Bifurcation diagram (A  vs. A) in the (a ,b) plane, taken from K nobloch 
et al (1986). Solid lines denote stable solutions, dashed lines indicate un­
stable solutions.
Figure 15.
Bifurcation diagram showing supercritical (^  >  V»e)» tricritical (^ > =  y;t ) 
and subcritical(V’ <  ¥>•) behaviour.
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A b stra ct
The subject of two-dimensional convection in a binary fluid is 
treated by analytical methods and through Galerkin models. The 
analysis will focus on describing the dynamics of convection at onset 
of convection. Two independent dynamical parameters are present- 
one more degree of freedom than single fluid convection.
We shall derive normal forms for the tricritical bifurcation - de­
scribing the transition between a forward and backward pitchfork bi­
furcation o f a two - dimensional array of rolls in a convecting bulk 
binary fluid mixture. A multiple time perturbation scheme is con­
structed to fifth order to describe this motion. The coefficients of the 
equation are determined as a function of the Lewis number ( the ratio 
of the mass to thermal diffusivity ). The degenerate Hopf bifurca­
tion is also investigated using a similar perturbative scheme; with a 
prediction of the coefficients involved.
A model system, using a ’minimal representation^ Veronis 1968) 
gives rise to a Galerkin truncated scheme (a set of 14 ordinary differ­
ential equations). It is claimed that the dynamical character of both 
the tricritical and degenerate Hopf bifurcation are included in the zo­
ology o f the bifurcation behaviour at onset of convection. These and 
other dynamical aspects of the equations are investigated.
In an attempt to improve upon free slip pervious boundaries a 
projection of the equations is made onto a more appropriate subspace. 
A comparison with experimental evidence is given.
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C h apter 1 - T h e  P h ysics o f  D ouble  Diffu­
sive C on vection
1.1 Abstract
This chapter contains the basic physics required to describe the convective 
process in a binary fluid. The two fluids will be taken to be completely 
miscible. The basic equations o f motion for convection in binary fluids are 
presented.
1.2 M echanism  for instability
We suppose that an element o f binary fluid is displaced vertically in a 
layer in which the temperature and concentration o f one component both 
increase with height. The presence o f this displacement, we assume, is 
generated through external forcing and will upset local equilibrium. Un­
forced, diffusive processes will tend to drive the system towards equilibrium 
(the motionless state) and the motion o f the fluid will relax to quiesence. 
In a non-equilibrium state in which the layer is continually and regularly 
stressed, by heating from below (the temperature is kept constant at the 
top and bottom  boundaries) we may observe bulk movement o f the fluid. 
The bulk movement o f a fluid when it is thermally stressed is called con­
vection. As a particle o f displaced fluid is checked (stops rising, losing its 
thermal buoyancy), moving into a colder region, its composition will also 
change through diffusion. The diffusion in this case is due to the system
trying to equilibrate local composition. The critical observation is that 
when the stressed fluid undergoes a convective cycle the particle may end 
up with a markedly different composition. Hence, it may over or under 
shoot its original position and undergo oscillatory behaviour. At onset 
o f convection (from the conductive state) we may observe oscillatory be­
haviour in double diffusive systems (in contrast to a single fluid) due to the 
fluid motion being unable settle in a steady state configuration due to the 
element o f fluid loosing bgGVancy through two u n eq u a l processes: ther­
mal diffusion and mass diffusion. The mass diffusion may act to enhance 
or retard convection.
The subsequent spatial pattern we observe is highly dependent upon 
many factors. Geometry o f the cell in which the fluid is contained, its 
size (aspect ratio) and shape all play an important role in determining the 
dynamical flavour of the flow. The geometry o f  the container, will effect 
the symmetry, if any, o f  the problem. A number o f flow patterns shadow- 
graphically visualised for a fluid heated from below in a cylindrical dish, 
obtained from  experiment o f Steinberg et al 1985, are shown in fig. 1, to 
show the dynamical variety.
To render analysis tractable, an infinite box or periodic boundary con­
ditions are often used to m odel experiment. In a finite box, for instance, 
any translational invariance due to the imposed periodicity will be lost. In 
the analysis that appears in this thesis the simplest possible configuration.
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that o f a regular array o f roll solutions shown in fig. 4 will be considered, 
realisable in rectangular boxes in which the rolls align themselves parallel 
to the shorter side. Other configurations, such as hexagonal or Bénard type 
cells will not be treated.
To summarise: the underlying mechanism o f oscillation is the discrep­
ancy between the relaxation times for thermal and concentration fluctua­
tions. This in turn gives rise to extra dynamical behaviour at the onset of 
convection.
1.3 Equations o f  m otion
1.3.1 The Navier-Stokes equations
We shall consider a horizontally infinite layer o f binary fluid infinite in 
the lateral direction and o f  constant thickness d. It will start with linear 
gradients o f temperature and concentration in equilibrium; see equations 
(11) and (12). This we shall call this the conductive regime. A particle o f 
homogeneous fluid, binary or otherwise, will obey the following equation o f 
Navier-Stokes:
‘¡2 - + Ç . V V  =  - — V P + j S - + v V ' V ,  (1)
(ft Pm pm
where V  is the velocity, p ,p m »the density and mean density respectively. 
The other variables are the hydrostatic pressure P , gravitational constant 
g, and u kinematic viscosity. We have used the usual Boussinesq approx­
imation ( Chandrasekar 1981) in which all o f the physical parameters may
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be regarded as constants except the density when it multiplies the bulk 
force term. This approximation seems to be in keeping with most realistic, 
controlled experiments. Equation (1 ) is art expression o f the conservation 
of momentum. The only ambiguity, as pointed out in the text book on fluid 
mechanics by Landau and Lifschitz [1959] is in the definition o f velocity for 
a binary fluid, i.e. which fluid’s velocity axe we measuring? However, after 
a m om ent’s thought this ambiguity may be overcome by simply defining 
the velocity as the momentum density per unit volume divided by density. 
The left-hand side o f equation(l) may be m ore concisely written in terms 
of the usual Eulerian description o f an ’advective’ or total derivative:
D V
Dt —  +  ? . v ? , ( 2)
as the velocity is a function of space and time. The velocity is a vector 
quantity V =  (u,v,w). We will eventually assume that the basic state we 
are interested in is a roll solution (schematically represented in fig 4), in 
which we may regard v=0 .
A  three-dimensional description may be developed through either de­
veloping the third dimension as a spatial perturbation on the basic roll 
solution (Segal 1969) or through im posing a physically realisable three di­
mensional pattern, e.g. a hexagonal pattern (Hohenberg P.C. and Swift 
J.B. 1987).
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1.3 .2  In co m p re ssib ility
We assume the fluid to be incompressible. We also assume the fluids are 
non-reacting and hence, assume there are no chemical processes going on. 
Consequently, we obtain the result:
which makes our vector field solenoidal. At this point we m ay combine 
equations (1) and (3). This results in expressing the velocity, in the two 
dimensional case, in terms o f a stream function i>. The velocities in the
1.3.3 Conservation of Energy
An equation for the temperature may be derived using conservation of 
energy. W e use in its derivation various thermodynamic relations, details 
o f which are given in appendix 1. The equation for the temperature T  takes 
the particularly simple form :
V .V  =  0, (3)
horizontal and vertical directions can then be written as =  uj and ■
(4)
T  is the temperature, Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, and q is
1.3 .4  C o n s e rv a tio n  o f  sp ecies
For a binary fluid we define c to be the concentration o f the lighter fluid. 
The corresponding equation for c is;
D c  1 _  . 
D t “ (5)
where j is the mass flux o f  the lighter component. This expression may be 
generalised to include internal generation o f heat. We will however restrict 
ourselves to realistic experimental circumstances in which we may neglect 
these generalisations.
1.3.5 The equation of state
One last expression we require to fully describe the equations for the bi- 
nary fluid is for the density. We adopt the simplest non-trivial equation o f 
state for the density to  take into consideration its functional dependence on 
the temperature and concentration (i.e. the lowest order nontrivial Taylor 
expansion):
? = ^ [ l - a ( r - r . ) - /9 ( c - e o ) ]  (6)
where a  =  ( ! ? ) _  end 0  =  —J (S f)r  . “ <* T"  Co are the temperature
and concentration at the bottom  boundary and respectively. The notation 
is classical ( Chandrasekar 1981).
W hat remains is an expression for the phenomenological terms o f j and 
q. Also, an appropriate set o f boundary conditions must be specified. The
boundary conditions in the lateral direction are taken as periodic. Period­
icity is specified purely for simplicity. Periodic boundary conditions may be 
thought to be valid for an infinite or sufficiently large box. This intuitive 
interpretation of the infinite box can be misleading. The horizontal plates 
that bound the fluid should be take to  be rigid and allow no mass flux 
across the boundary. Rigidity ensures that the normal com ponent of the 
velocity field at the top and bottom  boundaries is zero. These conditions 
will be relaxed to make the analysis tractable. These approximations will 
be addressed after the fluxes i and q are given.
1 .3 .6  P h e n o m e n o lo g ica l effects -  th e  S oret and D u fo u r  effects
T h e mass diffusion flux i, and the heat diffusion flux q, are due to the 
presence o f temperature and concentration variations in the fluid. One 
m ay naively guess that the heat flux is linearly related to the gradient of 
the temperature; this may be more familiar as a statement o f  Fourier’s law 
in  the conduction o f heat down, say a bar o f metal. Analogously, the mass 
flux m ay be considered proportional to the gradient o f the mass distribution 
(the gradient of concentration). However, this picture is largely incomplete 
and inaccurate. Generally, each flux will depend on a linear combination 
o f  gradients of temperature and concentration. Using Onsager’ s (Onsager 
1932) reciprocal relations this can be concisely stated as:
8
. » - « ( B V c - r - y i r r ) ,  (8)
where.« =  k rD . kj- is the thermal diffusion ratio. D  the mass diffusion co­
efficient, n  the difference in the chemical potentials of the two components. 
k the thermal conductivity and p the density o f the mixture ( see Landau 
and Lifshitz 1958, DeGrout and Mazur 1970 and Lee Lucas and Tyler 1983
)•
If pressure variations were important then the gradient of pressure would 
appear in equation (8 ). The inclusion o f  the terms proportional to V T  in 
equation (8) was first recognised to be important by Scret' «. Its 
inclusion is now com m only refered to as the Soret effect. The converse 
effect-a flow o f  heat due to the presence o f a concentration gradient is 
normally refered to  as the Dufour effect. The theoretical origins o f these 
effects are discussed in great detail in chapter XI in DeGroot and Mazur 
(1962). Experimentally the Soret effect is observed to be at least an order of 
magnitude larger than the Dufour effect (Lucas et al 1983). Consequently, 
the Dufour effect is largely neglected. Although they are related by Onsager 
relations the gradient o f  temperature V T  is much bigger than V c, suitably 
non-dimensionalised.
In cryogenic H e3 — He* normal fluid mixtures the Dufour effect can be 
significant, especially near the thermodynamic tricritical point (Lucas et 
al 1985). The divergence o f  several physical quantities near to the ther­
modynamic tricritical point may be utilised in exploring large regions of
9
parameter space. In the analysis that follows we shall include the Dufour 
effect until its inclusion becomes unmanageable. We will discover that the 
expression for the general binary fluid can be simplified to  an uncoupled 
thermohaline type by a linear change o f  coordinates, this was first pointed 
out by Knobloch (1980).
1.3.7 Equations of motion : collated
If we substitute equations (7) and (8 ) into equations (4) and (5) we obtain:
(V.7 + ^ ) t . i V ' c + ^ n  (9)
(V .v  +  ¿ ) r  =  (i>T +  X B )V ’ r  +  (10)l7t Kt
where A =  (| ^ )r  /TCP is a measure o f the Dufour effect.kr, the ther­
mal diffusion ratio is found to small experimentally. The Dufour effect is 
o f  O(fcy) and the Soret effect is O (fcr), consequently the Dufour effect is 
usually neglected. All of the relevant experimental work on binary fluid 
mixtures has been performed in the absence o f an external field causing a 
significant pressure gradient. This is precisely why equation (10) lacks a 
term proportional to V 3P  (see Landau and Lifshitz 1958). One would also 
expect in general that frictional forces would cause internal heating; this 
we also consider to have negligible effect.
The analysis will concentrate on perturbations from criticality. The sub- 
critical state being characterised by  a non-convective, linear temperature
10
and concentration distribution given by:
( 12)
(1 1 )
We may collect together equations (1)-(10) and consider the equations of
In writing down equations (13-15) we have chosen to neglect the Dufour 
effect, w is now the scaled vertical component o f  velocity, D t  — k — krD
momentum equation. The steps in its derivation are routine. The operator 
j .  V  x V  x , which serves to eliminate pressure from  the momentum equation, 
is applied to equation (1). Equation (6) is used to  give the equation for the 
temperature (in rescaled variables the temperature perturbation is 0). The 
Prandtl number, a — -¡fa, the Lewis number L =  =  ¡^ , the Rayleigh
number R =  , V is the separation ratio =  A j is the Lapladan,
in its two dimensional representation : A  =  ^  and A ] =  ^y.
motion from the motionless quiesent state. We scale time with velocity 
with temperature with and concentration with A natural
grouping o f parameters occurs for the two-dimensional problem:
A ( - ^ - )  =  <rA*t» +  ctA 2(0 +  e), (13)
(14)
—  =  L A c  — ij>LA0 +  ivRw. (15)
and 0 is chosen interchangeably with T. Equation (13) is obtained from the
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1.4 B oundary conditions
It is clear from the subsequent sections that the dynamics o f binary fluids 
are governed by a set of p.d .e.’s involving the dependent variables 9. c 
and w in a  fluid domain D  with coordinates i* . z). We must specify what 
happens at the boundary dD . The boundary o f the fluid is usually taken to 
be rigid, suffering no deformation; so the normal component o f the velocity 
field is taken to be zero. The concentration flux, must also vanish on  d D , 
indicating no bodily movement o f fluid across the boundary-a condition of 
impermeability. Impermeability and rigidity can be stated concisely as:
6 =  i =  v  =  Dw  =  0, z =  0 ,1  (16)
The linearised version of the equations can be solved for the stationary prob­
lem in closed form in terms o f  hyperbolic functions (see Gutkowitz-Krusin 
(1979) and in its corrected form  by Lucas et al (1983)). The linearised 
form o f  equations (13)-(15) have been studied extensively by Schechter et 
al 1974. T h e  form o f the linear solution is straightforward, though laborious 
to manipulate. Weakly nonlinear theory is rendered hopelessly tiresom e if 
the im pervious rigid boundaries are used as a basis for the construction of 
an am plitude equation.
To circumvent this problem we adopt free slip pervious boundary con­
ditions:
9 =  c =  w =  D 2w =  0, z -  0 ,1 . (17)
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The ’rigid’ condition Dw  =  0 com es from the fact that u and v. the com po­
nents of the velocity perpendicular to w are identically zero on the bound­
ary for all x and y. Consequently, using the incompressibility condition 
V .V  =  0, §jf =  §J *  0 (as u and v are constants on the boundary), and 
hence Dw  =  0. For the ’slip’ condition D 2w =  0, we require the stress ten­
sor to vanish giving fi (|* +  =  0. Differentiating the incompressibility
condition with respect to z gives the required result D 2w — 0.
The conditions in the lateral (x-direction) will be taken to be periodic.
1.5 Symm etries
In a laterally infinite system, laterally periodic boundary conditions may 
be chosen. In a finite box, the system  would no longer be translationally 
invariant.
We shall asstime that the flow has the form o f a two-dimensional array 
o f rolls ( spatially periodic o f period  j^). An additional requirement, which 
is supported by the equations themselves, is a refiectional symmetry in 
any vertical plane. The totality o f  these symmetries mean that the system 
possesses 0 (2 )  symmetry, the rotations and reflections o f  the circle. It is 
the presence o f this symmetry that determines the structure o f the normal 
form for a local bifurcation.
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1.6 C odim ension 2
The reduced system as given by equations (13)-(15) contains two experi­
mentally tunable parameters: the Rayleigh number R, and the separation 
ratio v .  The two parameters are independently adjustable. The Rayleigh 
number is the nondimensionalised version of the temperature difference be­
tween the two bounding surfaces. The separation ratio is a nondimension­
alised version o f the concentration gradient. The separation ratio contains 
the cross coupling between the temperature and concentration gradients, 
the thermal expansion coefficient, and the derivative o f the density with 
respect to concentration.
The separation ratio can be made to change sign, for instance, by chang­
ing the relative composition o f the mixture.
A dynamical system containing two independently adjustable parame­
ters is usually refered to as a two parameter family. Then it is interesting 
to look for bifurcation phenomena o f codimension 1 and 2, since they occur 
stably in two parameter families. Chapter 2 will clarify its usage.
1.7 Therm ohaline, therm osolutal, d ou bly  and m ulti­
p ly  diffusive convection
All of the above terms are essentially manifestations o f  the same phenom­
ena. Thermohaline and thermosolutal convection refer to solutions o f salt 
and solute respectively, in which case the Soret and Dtifour effects are ab­
14
sent. Doubly and multiply diffusive convection are generalisations as they 
are phenomena that involve two and many diffusive processes respectively.
To be m ore precise, doubly diffusive convection is generally referred to 
as convection in a fluid layer with a stabilising concentration gradient.
Examples o f experiments are quite diverse, the fluids in question vary 
from cryogenic 3 H e — 4He normal fluid mixtures to alcohol-water systems. 
The excellent thermal properties of 3H e — 4H e  (Ahlers 1978) give this pair 
many advantages over salt-water and ethanol-water systems. The notice­
able drawback in the use o f low temperature mixtures is that flow visuali­
sation becom es impossible.
1.8 N usselt number
As it is impractical to visualise the flow in some experiments it is im ­
portant to  have an alternative way of confirming predictions from theory. 
The heat transported across the fluid layer is one quantity that can be 
measured and compared with the theory. The appropriate quantity is a 
□on-dimensionalised version o f the heat flux called the Nusselt number and 
is given by:
see Busse (1979) for details.
The disadvantage with this is that it averages out spatial inhom o­
geneities and hence we receive incomplete information if we wish to in­
(18)
15
vestigate the spatial dynamics o f the flow.
Physically, the Nusselt number may be understood as a ratio o f conduc­
tivities, that is the heat transfered in a convecting state to heat transferred 
in a conducting state.
16
C h ap ter  - 2 D yn am ica l system s th eory
2.1 A bstract
The objective o f  chapter 2 is to gather relevant mathematical material to 
answer, at least partially, the questions posed in chapter 1. Selection will be 
made from  aspects of dynamical systems theory and reductive perturbation 
theory.
We must always have in mind: what is the role of dynamical systems 
in hydrodynam ics? This is a difficult and rather technical question to 
answer in general terms. When the Rayleigh number is small there is a 
unique correspondence between a given set o f  boundary conditions and 
the subsequent flow; this can be proven rigorously by energy methods, 
see Joseph (1976) for details. When the Rayleigh number increases this 
uniqueness fails, a multiple solution state is now the rule. Bifurcation 
theory attem pts to provide a substantial mathematical basis for this study.
2.2 D ynam ical systems
Dynamical systems theory (D .S .T .) is a diverse and rapidly evolving branch 
o f mathematics. D.S.T. has been used to describe an apparently vast num­
ber o f phenomena. This is perhaps why it has so much appeal. It has been 
used, for example, to classify common and universal features in systems 
as disparate as the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction in a stirred flow reactor 
(Simoyi R.H. 1982) and the Henon m ap. as the forced simple pendulum
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(Kadanoff L 1985) and the phospholipid monolayer (Langer J.S. 1985).
2.3 A n overview o f  dynam ical system s
A state o f  a physical system is information about the system at a given time, 
that may be contained in a collection of variables. Suppose, for the moment.
that the variables X (t)  are finite in number X (t )  =  (ATi(t), X 2( t ) , .......,AT„(t)).
The space o f states of AT e U C I f1 is called the phase or state space. Per­
haps X ( t )  is also dependent upon several parameters n =  .......fi^).
The collection o f such /x?s is the parameter or control space. W hen the time 
evolution o f X ( t )  may be expressed in terms o f  X ( t )  and fi , we obtain a 
system o f  ordinary differential equations;
f  is appropriately called the vector field, since at each point ( X ; ft) we assign 
a vector f ( X ;n ) .  A solution o f  (19) together with an initial condition at 
t= 0 , is called a trajectory,
is a dynamical system. Although, studying the equation governing binary 
fluids one is not dealing with a dynamical system as described above but we
(19)
X (< )  = ( 20)
The collection o f mappings;
(21)
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are dealing with, technically a more difficult object - a semi-flow in infinite 
dimensions. However, we shall see that much o f  the interesting behaviour 
observed in experiments supports the thesis that we may think in terms 
o f low-dimensional systems of equations (Libchaber 1981). This o f  course 
skims over many o f the technical difficulties in making the transition from 
the infinite-dimensional system to the finite-dimensional.
2.4 B ifurcation theory
Given a dynamical system, defined by (19), we may wish to understand 
how qualitative changes in the flow occur as we vary the parameter y . The 
variation o f the parameters correspond, for example, to adjusting the tem­
perature difference across an experimental cell, or to increasing the available 
foodstuffs for a species in a population experiment ( May 1976). The "ba­
sic” state for the convection problem would be the conductive solution in 
which the fluid is quiesent. In population dynamics the basic state may 
correspond to the population remaining constant in time. As we change 
parameters this state may lose stability.
When a loss of stability o f the basic state is replaced by a branched or 
multiple state, resulting in a qualitative change in the flow, we shall call 
this a bifurcation. In the context o f the examples given the new state may 
be in the form  of an oscillating or time periodic state.
We must first address the problem o f  what do we mean by stability? 
We take the Lyapunov view o f the flow: An equilibrium £. =  0 is stable if
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given any e > 0, 3 a 6 >  0 such that for every Za for which <  6 . the 
solution o f  v> with initial conditions 0 (0 ) =  x0 can be extended onto all 
t >  0 and satisfies j0(f)| <  4 for all t >  0. This is conveniently pictured in 
figure 3 and 4 (also see Arnold 1978). The equilibrium is asymptotically 
stable if it is stable and
hm 0 ( f )  «  0 (22)
There is a useful sufficient condition for asymptotic stability in terms o f the 
eigenvalues of the jacobian matrix (Dxf ) x 0, defined in Hirsch (1974). The 
point Za is linearly stable if every eigenvalue o f ( D af ) x 0 has negative real 
part. It is linearly unstable if at least one eigenvalue has positive real part. 
Hirsch and Smale 1974, show that Zo is unstable if it is linearly unstable 
and asymptotically stable if it is linearly stable. For the degenerate case 
in which some o f the eigenvalues have zero real parts, stability cannot be 
determined linearly.
The branching process m ay be conveniently visualised by considering:
< (l .« ) : / ( « .  * 0 - 0 } ,  (23)
the graph o f £  is the bifurcation diagram. The multiplicity o f the solution 
set requires that the matrix D Mf  have an eigenvalue 0 ( by the implicit 
function theorem, appendix 4). Otherwise, d etD * f  #  0 gives us a  unique 
solution for £  near 0 close to  (¿o-
The analysis o f bifurcation is performed by studying /  near the point 
o f  bifurcation and is in this sense referred to as local. It is useful to classify
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bifurcations and this may be most effectively done by classifying according 
to  their codimension class. Consistent with Guckenheimer and Holmes 1983 
we will use codim ension to mean, in this context, the smallest number of 
parameters which contains the bifurcation in a persistent way. An unfolding 
o f  a bifurcation is a family which contains the bifurcation in a persistent 
way. The concept o f  unfolding is central to discuss the structural stability 
o f  a bifurcation process. Perhaps an example will demonstrate this: the 
pitchfork bifurcation,
*  =  - /* *  +  ** = M =  0. (24)
Equation (24) has a bifurcation as passes through zero. It is extremely 
non-robust, in the sense that if we perturb it by changing / ( £ ,  /x) to / ( t ,  (x, n , ), 
where /(t,M »M *) =  “ A** +  ** +  m« i there is a drastic change to the bifur­
cation diagram (see fig. 5). It is important to realise that the introduction 
o f  unfolding parameters often corresponds in a physical application to the 
breaking of some underlying symmetry. The pitchfork example demon­
strates how fragile these bifurcations can be. However this bifurcation is 
persistent in many physical applications. Symmetry forces it to be persis­
tent.
2.5 Centre m anifold theory
Centre manifold theory ( CM T) gives a beautiful geometrical picture o f the 
flow in phase space (for detailed statements o f theorems see Guckenheimer
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and Holmes 1983. Carr 1979. and more recently Yanderbauwhede A. 1988). 
However, because the approach is indirect it is computationally unwieldy 
as we shall hint at by example.
T h e  behaviour o f the solutions to equation (19) is determined by the 
spectral properties o f D f ( 0). In general we may sub-divide the spectrum 
o f  D f ( 0 ), call it a , into three distinct parts, namely the stable spectrum 
a ,  =  {A«a|R(A) <  0 }, the unstable spectrum  a „ *  {A«a|J?(A) >  0 }, and 
the centre spectrum a e w {A«afR(A) =  0 } .  This gives rise to a natural 
splitting o f phase space R* into invariant subspaces:
RT *  X .  ©  X u ©  X t . (25)
N onzero solutions in the stable subspace X t decay exponentially, while 
those in the unstable subspace X v blow up exponentially. All bounded 
solutions belong to the centre subspace. T he Hart man-Grobman theorem 
(Guckenheim er and Holmes 1983) states that locally, near £  — 0, the flow o f 
the linearised system and equation (19) are the same via a homeomorphism 
(provided  a non-resonance condition is satisfied), when the centre subspace 
is em pty : in otherwords the singular point £  =  0 is hyperbolic. For non­
zero hyperbolic points nonlinear terms in / ( £ )  will be important. Centre 
m anifold theory serves to prove the existence of invaritfit manifolds within 
which the trajectories reside.
Centre manifold theory forms an essential part o f dynamical systems. 
O ur concern will be mainly with bifurcation theory, this concentrates on
bounded solutions, such u  periodic solutions. The centre manifold contains 
all such solutions so  it seems appropriate to study the flow on such an 
object.
2.6 E xam ple -  the Lorenz m odel
Recall the Lorenz equations (Lorenz 1963) represent a coupled set of three 
quadratic differential equations representing three modes ( one for the ve­
locity and two for the temperature) o f  the Oberbeck- Boussinesq equation
for fluid convection in a two dimensional layer heated from  below. The 
equations are usually written:
X  »  * { Y - X )  (26)
Y  =  p X - Y - X Z  (27)
Z  =  - 0 Z  +  X Y  < r,p ,0 >  0, (28)
and contain three parameters a  (the Prandtl number), p  ( the Rayleigh 
number) and 0  (the aspect ratio). T he three mode truncation accurately 
reflects the dom inant convective properties o f the fluid for Rayleigh numbers 
p 2i  1. The technique for deriving such a model will be discussed in Chapter 
5. The Jacobian derivative at Q is the matrix:
When p — 1, this m atrix  has eigenvalues 0, — (1 +  <r) and —3  with eigen­
vectors (1 .1 ,0 ), (<r, —1 .0 ) and (0 .0 ,1 ). Using the eigenvalues as a basis for
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By comparing coefficients we find ai =  0 and ¿>j =  • Hence the
dynamics on the centre manifold h(u) =  ( h\(u), h2(u )) is given by the 
amplitude equation:
u =  ( — +  <T))US +  O f«4). (37)
Equations (1) and (2) give an expression for the complete dynamics that 
go to determine the qualitative behaviour o f the Lorenz equations at p =  1. 
This static problem gives us very little inform ation about the dynamics 
o f the system other than at p *  1. We wish to approximate the centre 
manifold (u,u>) =  (h\(u,p), h j(u ,p )) for the Lorenz equations when p is 
close to 1. To do this we use the same transformation as given in equation 
(30) except keep p as a variable parameter. Carrying out this proceedure 
yields:
We seek a centre manifold that is a homogeneous polynomial o f  the variables 
o f the centre manifold, p\ and u. Hence, choosing
■+■ cxp>\ +  0(3), (40)
M «»  Pi) =  +  Ca P\ +  0(3), (41)
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by substituiton of the power series (40) and (41) and com paring coefficients 
we obtain:
(1 t <t)3
Equation (42) describes the dynamics in the centre manifold.
2.7 R eductive perturbation theory
As an alternative to centre manifold theory, reductive perturbation theory 
or the method of multiple scales provides a substantial m ethod of deriving 
amplitude equations. The first step in performing reductive perturbation 
theory is, as in the centre manifold approach, to identify the eigenvalues. 
We expand around p =  1. For p <  1 we know from Hartm an’s theorem 
that the zero solution is stable. We expand in a small param eter c:
and by introducing many time scales r0 =  t, rx =  et, r2 — f* t , w e  have 
to lowest order
X\ to be independent of t x. The eigenvector of L corresponding to p\ =  1
( x, y, z) * « (x , , y „  z ,)  +  «*(x,, y,, zt) + .... (43)
also,
p =  1 +  epj +  €2pi +  ..., (44)
where D 0 =  5^, Dx =  e ^ j- ,........  For p =  1 the stationary solution requires
u ( x „ y l , z l )r ~ (i.i,o ).
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To 0(ta),
DoX^ + D xX± = L £
DxX ,  =  L X i  +
U . )
( i ) +(4 ')
(46)
(47)
with adjoint or left eigenvector (X x,Y x,Z x) =  (l,<r, 0). The solvability con­
dition requires (see Nayfeh and Mook 1973)
-  (D iX , +  * D XYX) +  <rpi X x =  0. (48)
A sufficient condition for solvability is that X x be independent o f rx and 
px =  0. Solving to second order requires X 3 =  X x =  Yx, Z j  =
To 0 («* ) ,
1 0 \ (  0 \t » x ,  -K XxZ, ■ (40)
V o ) \ 0 )
This gives the solvability condition found from  equation (49) by multiplying 
by the adjoint derived from equation (45):
Finally,
=  n X ,  +
BXt »  , .
, A p  — p\)X\ +
&Ti (1 +  * ) ” ' rw ~  (1 +<r)0
the required form  o f the amplitude equation.
x f .
(50)
(51)
The Lorenz example serves to demonstrate the two techniques, in sys­
tems o f  m odel equations that we shall subsequently study the reductive
perturbative approach will prove to be more efficient in the derivation of 
the amplitude equations. Details of the techniques are given in two excel­
lent books. Guckenheimer and Holmes 1983 for the centre manifold theory 
and Nayfeh and Mook 1973 for the perturbative approach.
2.8 H op f bifurcation
There are many bifurcations that warrant discussion, perhaps the most 
important we shall encounter, in the context o f convection in binary fluids is 
the Hopf bifurcation. The theorem of H opf we state is taken from Marsden 
and McCracken 1975 and is due primarily to Hopf 1932 (also Poincare and 
Andronov).
It states:
Theorem: Hopf bifurcation theorem for vector fields 
Let X H be a Ck(k  >  4 ) vector field on R 2 such that *  0 for all 
H. Let D X m(0 ,0 ) have distinct, simple com plex conjugate eigenvalues A(/x) 
and A(/s) such that for n  =  0, §i(A) =  0. Assume **ffi*^ \»mo >  0. Then 
there is a C k~* function : ( —«,« ) — * R  such that ( X i ,0 ,m(-^i )) w on a 
closed orbit o f period as u ( i radius growing like y/Ji, o f the flow o f  X  
for X\ yt 0 and such that /¿(0) =  0.
A Hopf bifurcation is observed in the Lorenz system at parameter values
(p ,a ,0 )  =  (24.7,10. |) (Sparrow 1983).
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2.9 A pplication  o f  Lie groups
Bifurcations, associated with the qualitative change in fluid flow, provides 
fertile ground for the study o f pattern selection. The presence o f a contin­
uous symmetry ( a Lie group ), forced through the presence o f internal and 
boundary constraints, has a remarkable effect on the expected dynamics.
From a mathematical point o f view sym m etry often increases the mul­
tiplicity o f  the eigenspectrum whilst decreasing the complexity o f the non- 
linearities allowed (Olver 1982). The H opf bifurcation in the presence o f 
symmetry has been in a state o f vigorous study both from a reductive per­
turbative viewpoint (K nobloch 1985) and from  a more formal approach 
by using equivariant bifurcation theory. In the presence o f 0 (2 )  symme­
try a number of interesting phenomena have been observed. Golubitsky 
and Stewart 1985 rederive the generalised form  o f Hopf theorem. A few 
definitions must be made before the theorem o f  Hopf can be stated.
Definition: T denotes the group of symmetries of the set o f O .D.E.’s o f 
equation (19).
Definition: The symmetries o f a steady state solution form a sub group 
o f  T, j r  called the isotropy subgroup o f that solution.
Definition: The periodic solution X (t )  has a spatial symmetry 7  e T if 
for every t. y X ( t )  *  AT(<).
Theorem : Let I  be an isotropy subgroup o f  T such that the fixed point
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subspace F ix(E ) is two-dimensional. Assume that Df(0) is such that
D m ~ { c l  £ ) •  <«>
together with the usual transversality condition on the eigenvalues. Then 
there is a unique branch o f  small amplitude periodic solutions to equation 
(19) , o f  period near 2ir, whose spatial symmetries are E.
2.10 H o p f w ith sym m etry
Symmetry also aids in the simplification o f the nonlinearities that are im­
portant. The basis o f the method we shall use, called equivalent bifurca­
tion theory is best explained by example. Assume for the moment that the 
stream function o f a purely 2-D flow may be represented by a superposition 
o f left and right travelling waves
iH*» x ;<) *  [(v +  w )eikm +  {V +  ET)e~**"]«»n*\s. (53)
The condition v =  w gives a stationary wave.
Here,
v  =  iuf0v (54)
w  =  —¿wo to (55)
where r  and w are the complex amplitudes o f the left and right travelling 
waves. In the presence o f 0 (2 )  symmetry - the symmetry o f the circle under 
reflections and rotations (occuring naturally in the Binary fluid convection
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problem because o f the spatial periodicity o f the rolls) then there are three 
invariants o f the motion
=  vv ■+• ww (58)
<Tj =  VW (ST)
<Tj =  VW (58)
If we construct the vector field from the above invariants then the vector 
field will be equivariant under these symmetry operations (see Chapter 4).
An additional symmetry that arises in the Hopf bifurcation 5 (1 ) is the 
phase shift symmetry - this being due to the temporal symmetry due to 
the periodic nature o f limit cycle ( a time shift o f r , t — * t +  r  , takes you 
back to the same place.
2.11 Extensions to the finite dimensional Centre Man­
ifold theory
Although the theorem stated in section (2 .7) is finite dimensional there 
are possible generalisations. The assumptions that the eigenvalues of the 
linearised problem all have non-positive real parts is not necessary (Carr 
1979). The equations also need not be autonomous.
It has been attempted in this chapter to give a overview o f dynamical 
systems. Many, many aspects o f the theory have been omitted. It still 
remains an open question to what degree it has to play in hydrodynamics. 
However, the prospects look very promising.
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C hapter 3 - T ricritica l bifurcation
3.1 Introduction to the tricritical bifurcation
For a vector field f  with reflectional symmetry we say that it has Z 2 symme­
try. This terminology is used because the two element group Z 2 =  {» , ¿2} 
acts on the real line, where i is the identity and Rx =  — x is the reflection 
operator. Bifurcations o f this type arise often in physical applications. The 
effect o f this symmetry group on a bifurcation in binary fluid convection 
will be explored. In this context the presence o f Z2 symmetry implies the 
presence o f up-down refiectional symmetry of the convective rolls.
Z 2 makes all the terms in the stationary bifurcation odd. We m ay expect 
to use equivariant bifurcation theory to the m odel problem. We then expect 
to  express the stationary codimension 1 problem as an expansion, assuming 
the vector field /  to be sufficiently smooth:
^  = f (u .A ‘ )A. (59)
where /x is a bifurcation parameter. For small amplitude A we m ay expect 
to  be able to expand f  as an equivariant Taylor series , i.e. a Taylor series 
that is invariant under the symmetry group. It will be the purpose of 
the beginning o f this chapter to outline basic results we can expect, based 
upon general considerations from equivariant bifurcation theory. Returning 
to equation (59), the expanded version takes on the form:
—  =  (A — aiA2 — QjA4,....)A.
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(60)
To 0 (A *) the amplitude equation describes the usual pitchfork (bifurcation) 
provided a j <  0 see fig(2). In non-generic circumstances, or owing to the 
presence of some physical constraint, in which Qj > 0 the term 0 (A l ) is 
needed if the bifurcation is to be forward and supercritical. Clearly, if 
03,04, etc. >  0 then we cannot hope to describe the instability in terms of 
a small amplitude expansion (in a local sense).
We consider, for the moment, equation (3.1) retaining terms up to 0 (A ‘ ) 
with the coefficient o f A % normalised. We expect the stationary bifurcation 
to  differ from the usual pitchfork bifurcation, by Ahlers (1980). This is 
perhaps most easily visualised via the bifurcation diagrams depicted in fig 
6, where the solid line denotes a stable branch and the broken line is an 
unstable branch. This bifurcation has been recently christened the tricriti- 
cal bifurcation. The experimental verification o f this bifurcation has been 
the subject o f  some controversy in the literature (Ahlers (1986), Gao and 
Rehdberg(1986)). We will address ourselves to the tricritical bifurcation, 
in detail, in this chapter.
3.2 The m echanical analogue
A simple mechanical analogue o f the tricritical bifurcation was given by 
Benjamin (see Joseph(1977)). Consider an arch o f wire passed through 
a rigid board, buckling of the wire is observed as the length o f  wire. I is 
increased see Fig(6). This buc)4ng may occur with equal probability to the 
left or right assuming exact symmetry.
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When 1 is small, the arch o f  wire remains upright, the angle measured 
from the vertical, 0 =  0 is stable. The solution 0 =  0 becomes unstable 
when the wire reaches a critical length, le, where upon the wire flops to a 
value 0e. As the wire is shortened it remains in the symmetry broken state 
until a point 1* is reached where the wire flips back to the symmetric upright 
position. This example shows hysteresis, characteristic o f the tricritical 
bifurcation.
3.3 Linear theory
When the amplitude of convection is small enough that the advective terms 
V .V V , V .V 0  and V  .V c can be neglected, equations (1.5-1.7) become lin­
ear. The instability of the static or conductive layer occur in the form o f 
monotonically (exponentially) growing disturbances. The analysis of con­
vection near marginal stability can be restricted to the time-independent 
problem (for the single fluid); this is generally known classically as the 
"principle o f  exchange o f stabilities” ( Chandrasekar 1954).
The usual stability problem associated with equations (13-15) together 
with the boundary conditions (17) is to find the smallest temperature gra­
dient which allows undamped solutions o f the linearised equations. In the 
free-free (both  bounding surfaces free slip), pervious perfectly conducting 
boundary situation a disturbance o f the form
exp( ik .x )sin ( ), (61)
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will be a solution at criticality. It becomes unstable for R  >  Re, where Re 
is a critical value o f the Rayleigh number.
3.4 C ritical Rayleigh num ber with idealised bound­
aries
The linear operator A associated with the linearisation o f  equation( 13-15) 
of chapter 1 is;
with Wo =  (wo, 6o, **o)» where A  =  dxx dtt is the two dimensional 
Laplacian. The vector w*o is periodic in both x and z, that is, uTo oc 
xvo sin kzz cos kxx . This in turn gives the matrix equation Au70 =  L«50 =  0. 
The critical Rayleigh number is determined from the condition for non­
trivial solvability, det(L) =  0. This gives when the periodic ansatz (61) is 
substituted into equation (62):
We may represent this stability relation graphically. By fixing A and L 
the critical wave number which will become unstable is fc. =  ^ ,  (found by 
calculating jp f) ,  kx =  n and gives,
A* ( 1 + * ) $ . .  -r p d „
R A  L A A
0 A  1(1 +  A ) A
(62)
« * ( ( 1 + * ) ( ! + A ) +  { ) '
(63)
R,
4 « l + V - ) ( l - A )  +  £ ) '
(64)
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3.5 Linear theory  w ith  realistic boundaries
In experiments, the above boundary conditions are unrealistic. The bound­
aries are rigid and impervious. However, away from the boundary layer for 
the rigid case we could possibly expect a situation that simulates the free- 
slip case. The linear theory for the more realistic boundaries have been 
treated by Hurle and Jakeman (1970), and subsequently by others, numeri­
cally. The stability diagram for the rigid impervious case has the same fea­
tures as for the free, pervious case, except that the critical Rayleigh number 
is a factor of 2.1 times smaller than in the rigid case. Pseudo- variational 
techniques (Schecter et al 1970) have been used to circumvent unnecessary 
calculation in the Hopf bifurcation observed in linear theory. Linear theory 
utilising experimentally realistic boundary conditions accurately predicts 
conditions for onset o f convection(Lee, Lucas and Tyler 1983). However, 
expanding about such a solution, as one would when using a weakly nonlin­
ear perturbative approach, is tedious. In a sense it is also unrewarding, for 
the expansion using the simplified boundary conditions is straightforward 
and yet it yields qualitatively the correct results.
3.6 T he € hierarchy
The basic strategy, involved in deriving an amplitude equation o f the form o f 
(3 .1) directly from the P .D .E .’s (equations (1 .5-1.9)), is to solve, perturba- 
tively, the weakly non-linear problem, associated with choosing a Rayleigh
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num ber close to criticality. The amplitude equation then results when we 
dem and the expansion to be consistent. This process is not as inexact as 
m any have made it out to be (for criticisms see Holmes 1977 on the virtues 
o f  centre manifold theory versus perturbative methods).
The linearisation, Lwo — 0 is an eigenvalue problem that involves two 
independently chosen parameters R  and ip. The Rayleigh n u m b e r , R. may 
then be chosen to assume a critical value, R*, forcing a one-dimensional 
centre manifold (see section 2.4). If R  is chosen to be exactly R*, then it is 
clear horn the stability diagram, fig 9, that the binary fluid system selects 
uniquely a horizontal wavelength. W ith horizontal walls this assertion can 
be false. This was demonstrated m ost strikingly in the Taylor-Couette 
system  (Benjamin and Mullin 1980) in which given a fixed speed o f rotation 
m any different kinds o f  flow can be realised, each depending upon how the 
system  is started up. Taking into consideration these possibilities it is our 
intention to expand about this linearly unstable state as R  is chosen to be 
marginally greater than R!*.
W e expand the variables V , T , c and the parameter about the critical 
state in the form o f  a power series in a  small dimensionless parameter e, 
where, intuitively t m ay be regarded as a measure o f the strength o f the 
convection. The velocity we write as:
V  =  (eui +  <*uj +  ewi +  <*u>j +  ....), (65)
the basic state we recall is the stationary state given by V  =  0. The
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temperature we write as:
9 «  $0 -  e*i +  e*92 +  ..... (66)
similarly the concentration we express as;
c  =  co +  eci -r e*ej + ......  (67)
where 9o and Co are the linear solutions o f  equations (11) and (12). Also, 
we may wish to expand, in a similar fashion to the temporal scale the 
spatial scales. T he reason for such an expansion is that we may have 
a slow spatial m odulation o f the basic purely 2-D roll state. A source of 
spatial modulation is the forcing induced by  the presence o f side walls (Segal 
1969). Assuming a continuous band width of modes about criticality we 
may obtain a Newell-Whitehead type o f  equation (1969). This possibility 
is explored later. For the moment we restrict ourselves to the temporal 
problem. We express the time, t in terms of new independent variables, 
commonly referred to  as slow times according to:
r„ =  ent , (68)
for n =  0, 1, 2, ........ It follows that the first derivative with respect to
t becomes 2m expansion in terms o f the partial derivatives with respect to
the r ’s:
I  (69)
*  &  +••••
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One assumes u,, w „ 9, and c, are functions of r0, tj..... etc. We expect the
number o f independent time scales to depend upon the order we wish to 
take the expansion.
3.7 0{c)
We substitute all of the expansions given by the relations (65 — 69) into the 
basic equations and we equate powers o f  c, to 0 (e ) we find:
l (1^ V)0„ —w d „  \ (  Wo 'l (  \R A L A A « =
V  0 A L (\  +  A )A  ) 1  i> ) v  ü ;  /
For R  =  Rc, w0 is independent o f  r0, hence the R.H.S. o f (70) is identically 
zero. We have, of course, assumed the ansatz:
( 1 )uT0 =  I a  I sinirzcoskax , (71)
v 0)
assuming the horizontal wave number, kx takes the critical value at kmc =  
The eigenvalue problem posed by  equation (70) is solved by choosing 
a  — and 0  — T he undetermined multiplier w 0 is called the
amplitude o f convection. In the subsequent analysis we derive an amplitude 
equation describing the tem poral evolution o f w0-
For sake o f brevity 5  will denote the sine function and C  the cosine 
function. This will serve to condense some of the algebra. Proceeding to 
second order in e requires contributions from the advective terms. The 
advective nonlinearity in equation (13) vanishes identically in the case of
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periodic boundary conditions. For terms o f  the form wp =  C (a x )S (J r ) . ' 
incompressibility requires up =  — & S (a z)C (0z ). Substitution of these two 
expressions for wp and up into the nonlinearity tnVu — uVw  gives the re­
quired result:
tt>Vu — uVti7 =  0. (72)
3.8 Ofe*)
To second order in t we encounter en equation o f the form:
£  te(K .) | j  S(2‘ .-) + ^  (  j |  ) (73)
where toi =  We notice that the second term on the right hand side
resonates with the eigenvector associated with the linear operator L. We 
may rescale time and the Rayleigh number to remove this secularity. For 
consistency we require R i and the variables V , 0 and c be independent of 
Tj. We have therefore eliminated the second term  on the right hand side of 
equation (13) completely, avoiding any resonant behaviour. We express xvi 
as follows:
»1 -  (  )  S (2*,r), (74)
this gives:
(  - (2 i.)> a , -LA<2k.)‘ 3,
V -(2 k ,) ’ a , —£(1 -  A)(2k, )! 32 )  ~ \ 3 ,  ) (75)
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We solve for a . and
(2 *,)'
■((1 +  A )o  -  A<3),
1
- 9 )
( 7 « )
(77)
(2 * , ) ’ £
A third equation does not appear in the two dimensional equation (75) 
since the ansatz is independent of x. Reexpressing in terms o f the original 
variables gives:
Rcwl
‘ 8k2kt ~(£ +  (1 +  A)*) 5(2fc*z).¿(1 +  A +  £)
(78)
3.9 0(e3)
We proceed iteratively. To order 0(e*) we need to calculate all the contri­
butions from the advective terms. However, wx is independent o f x , hence 
only terms of the form wodtwi will be needed.
W e obtain,
(S (3i,z) -  S (t .x ))C (M ) +  j S  I *k »r, /
(79)
p = Z ^  
p 81c’ ( j  +  ( !  +  A)’ ) (80)
’  “  8k‘ L (— !)• (81)
Cleskrly, we cannot rescale at this order to remove secular contribu­
tions. The solvability conditions require that the inhomogeneous part of
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each equation to be orthogonal to the homogeneous solution o f the adjoint 
operator L ' , associated with the linear operator L. The adjoint is defined
by the relation: ---- ------
WqL w0 =  WoL'w'o (82)
A recipe for deriving w'0, or the left eigenvector o f L utilises integra­
tion by parts, see Roberts (1960). The equations in this matrix form are 
algebraic and hence the above condition reduces to multiplying the left 
eigenvector by a constant matrix, and equating to zero. The row vector 
(t0, ,0 , , c t) denotes the left eigenvector. The consistency condition may be 
concisely written as:
1 k'  - (1 - W l w  *( » ' . i ' . c ' )  R -k * —L A k 3 f
V » -4 * - w  +  A)k3 )  V c
we rearrange this to give:
(  k( « . , » , c )  - ( i  +  « )* 2
R
-4 * )  (  « ’
- ¿ ( 1  +  A)k> J \ e<V * k ‘. -L A 4 *
Hence, the left eigenvector is;
« - (  41 .)
V - < i + * ) g  +  V  /
(83)
(84)
(85)
The prescription for consistency demands multiplication on the left of those 
terms proportional to S (k *x )C (k tz). This procedure gives:
„  \ , ( d €0 \ - 4 4
(■p‘  a r - J,H 1 + ( * r " ' j T  (86)
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(-«+**-*) ( 5 H -
rearranging and simplifying yields:
A  — aw 0 -r Qw\ — 0 err
where the constants are defined as,
A (1 +  A)* +
*  ( l  ^  +
2(1 -r A )A  
L
z)0*+ *¥ ♦ * )
(87)
( 88)
(89)
(90)
(91)
(92)
W e notice that 0  can assume either sign according to the choice o f separa­
tion ratio, ip. The coefficient 0  vanishes identically when:
(( n .A > »  +  M y a  +  » )
(i + *  + i) ((i + ■ <*)* + ¥  + b )
(93)
W e may therefore conclude that no small amplitude description exist at 
this order for 0 > if> >  V’e*
To seek a higher order amplitude equation we must obviously take the 
perturbative expansion to higher order in e. However, ordering R — R* ~  
0(e2) and t =  f : r2 ~  0(e*) is inadequate, in as much as it brings in linear
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and time dependent terms too early; this can be easily remedied by altering 
the ordering to:
R  -  R. ~  0(<4), ( =  «V , ~  Ol«'), (He*). (94)
This new ordering will result in all terms of the amplitude equation o f the 
same order. The procedure o f generating and solving the <- hierarchy is 
continued. Recall equation (79), we must solve, at third order, for terms 
proportional to S(Zkt z)C (kmz). We assume a solution to third order o f the 
form :
(  Sx >
I 5 (3 * ,z )C (fc .* ), (95)
this results in;
( K - U  + kl w «, \ ( 0 \
R - * 5 -L A k l  t , (9 «)
\ o - 1 ( 1 + X ) /  V<> /  U /
where k\ =  ((3fc,)* +  A*). Already, expressions for Sa are beginning to 
becom e unwieldy. We make the reasonable approximation that the Dufour 
effect is negligibly small, or A  =  0; this results in a considerable simplifica­
tion. We evaluate 5 i , 5 j , a t  t/> =  r/>t; this gives
« - s r a r
—u>oi?c(l +  L +  £*) 
8k*klL* '
3 .1 0  0 (€4)
The fourth order contributions are o f the following form: 
wod-Oa +  uods0a, ivodsCa — u0d0( 3.
(97)
(98)
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We use trigonometrical identities, given in appendix(4) to simplify equa- 
tion(97). We are then faced with an equation o f the form:
Our interest will be primarily focused on the mechanics o f the derivation o f 
the amplitude equation. We can save unnecessary calculation by realising, 
at this stage, that not all o f the terms in equation (98) are essential. As 
we found at second order the terms proportional to 5 (2 * ,)  contributed. 
Solving for the terms in equation(98) proportional to 5 (2 * ,)  gives:
3.11 T he am plitude equation
To derive the amplitude equation at third order we do not need to solve at 
third order, but only to derive the consistency condition. The consistency 
condition is determined from the potentially secular terms. In an analogous 
fashion we derive the amplitude equation at fifth order. We multiply on 
the left by w{, to derive the consistency condition:
(45(4*,) -  25(2*.) +  2C(2*,x) +  ....) (99)
( 100)
-  aw ° ~  &wo +  r wo- (101)
The constants appearing in the above expression are:
k ^ R - R , )
“  x K
(102)
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¡3 (103)(V  -  v ,  )* ,* » ( 1 -  a  - 1 ) ( ¥  -  (1 -  A )-  -  ¿1 
8 X*4
- 1
7 64* L 'x __ ___ (104)
k lR * .  . 1. .. (106)
3.12 Calculation o f  the N usselt num ber
What conclusions can we draw from  equation (101). An immediate con­
sequence o f the relation(lOO) is that for R > R* and V» >  ii>t we have 
the sought-after fifth order saturation o f the linearly unstable mode, since 
L >  0. We use the saturated amplitude:
N u  -  1 =  Ì / w »ixtIz. (106)
We can evaluate the Nusselt number in the various regions of criticality; 
subcriticai, tricritical, and supercritical. This is most easily achieved by 
evaluation o f equation (106) to lowest order (w =  w0,& =  60). The integrals 
are trivial.
f | V» >
« ,* =  V ?  *  =  ** (107)
[ 0  ±
3.13 Experim ental evidence
There is tentative experimental evidence for the tricritical bifurcation. Gao 
and Behringer (1986) perform their experiment on a He* — He* normal fluid
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mixture^. The nature o f the fluid prevents a direct observation of the flow. 
A series o f Nusselt plots from the experiment o f Gao and Behringer (1986) 
are o f  the form:
but the values o f ri> are too few to make a firm connection between theory 
and experiment. For L =  0.04, A =  0, values appropriate to the exper­
iment o f Gao and Behringer, we obtain a value o f C i.tr , =  0.2 . Their 
experimental results, fitted to a curve o f the form o f  equation (107), give 
a value o f C i_«^  =  0.46. It is absurd to claim agreement between theory 
and experiment. However, it is interesting to note that the amplitudes o f 
C i.tr, and C l- ,* ,  are fairly close, considering free-slip boundary conditions 
were used and hence quantitative agreement was not really expected.
3.14 Slow spatial m odulation
It is the purpose o f this section to show how the effect o f spatial modulation 
may be included into the amplitude equation by using slowly varying spatial 
coordinates. The source o f modulation could be to account for imperfect roll 
solutions arising from the influence o f side-walls. The treatment follows that 
o f Newell and Whitehead 1968. The idea is to include a class of solutions 
away from criticality, by considering a continuous band o f  ka near kxe. We
(108)
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replace equation (61) by:
sinir zco»kmz , (109)
the amplitude u>o is a function o f the slow time r  and the slow spatial coor­
dinate X .  We take X  =  e2x; consequently the second derivative transforms
æ _
----- +  2 t ‘ ------------ --
dxl dzodX
, ' J L .ax' ( n o )
We estimate the effect on the amplitude equation (100) by computing 
the resonant contributions to fifth order. The scaling transforms the linear 
operator Lp to
( £ r  +  Oij,) ( &  + Dl.x) «- +  (1 +  Wlx* - *Dlx(
( £  + » L l )>
Secular contributions are derived from terms o f the form Sff- The fifth 
order secular contribution takes the form:
l I  ) 9X1
The modified amphtude equation becomes 
drop 
dr4
where
(111)
( 112)
: au>0 -  +  7to \ + (113)
( ^ ( 1 + * | ) +  * * .«  + 3*2) (114)
(115)
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Equation (111) may be extended to include modulation in the Y  direction. 
The neutral curve would be a curve o f  radius
3.15 Im perfect sym m etry
In an experiment, exact symmetry may be thought to hold only approxi­
mately. This may be due to the presence o f a distant boundary. In a bulk 
system onset o f convection is characterised by a wavelength \t  =  For a 
finite box, we may not be able to fit the n paired rolls with the character­
istic wave length. In an experiment there are always imperfections, hence 
Z j  may be thought to act approximately.
To demonstrate how broken symmetry arises we go back to the mechan­
ical analogue o f section (3.2). If we were to tilt the restraining board at a 
constant angle <p we may expect the left-right preference to be broken. We 
may expect the normal form to be modified by the addition o f  the lowest 
order term that breaks the Z j  symmetry.
We introduce the constant a0 into the normal form (101) to give:
«o 4- t»0(A +  +  no) =  0 (11®)
with corresponding bifurcation diagram given in fig (7).
3.16 Steinberg approach
An alternative perturbative procedure originally given by Palm et al (1970) 
was applied to fluids in porous media by Steinberg (1984).
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C hapter 4 - the degenerate H o p f bifurcation
4.1 The H op f bifurcation
The onset o f convection in a binary fluid mixture is associated either with a 
time independent state (a  pitchfork or tricritical bifurcation), with a Hopf 
bifurcation or with a codimension-2 bifurcation associated with both types 
o f  instability colliding at a com m on point in parameter space. In the case 
o f the Hopf bifurcation the flow can consist either of a stationary pattern 
or more intriguingly, perhaps, o f a horizontally translating pattern o f  rolls 
(Kolodner 1986). Mathematically this can be found by the imposition of 
0 (2 )  symmetry on the bifurcation problem. The reflections! symmetry Zj 
corresponds to the left-right symmetry o f the roll configuration and the 
translational symmetry 5 0 (2 )  refers to the translational invariance o f the 
rolls under a periodic shift. By judicious tuning o f experimental conditions 
both  types o f patterns have recently been observed in a beautiful series of 
experiments in H e3 — He* and ethanol-water systems (Kolodner et al) .and 
also in numerical simulations by K nobloch et al 1986.
In this chapter I present a calculation o f the pertinent normal form  for 
a pure Hopf travelling wave. Using group theory, Golubitsky and Stewart 
obtain a generalisation o f  H opf’s bifurcation theorem given in chapter 2, 
applicable to ordinary differential equations with symmetry. Golubitsky 
and Stewart's approach is abstract, by considering the action o f 0 (n )  on 
the Hopf bifurcation. We differ, in that we endeavour to make a firm
connection between the basic equations o f motion and the form o f the Hopf 
bifurcation emerging from the presence o f 0 (2 )  symmetry. Goiubitsky and 
Stewart’s perspective is more general in that it treats the general problem o f 
the Hopf bifurcation with symmetry. Their technique, however, cannot be 
used in a predictive sense; as it cannot tell which bifurcations are physically 
realised and which are not. The Hopf bifurcation emerging at onset for the 
separation ratio chosen to be sufficiently negative, may be understood in 
this more general framework. The translational symmetry to (x ,z , t )  ——* 
w (x  +  l , z , t ), identified with the group 5 0 (2 )  o f rotations o f a circle, and
reflection; ui(i , z , t )  ----• —w( —r , z , t), reflections in the origin or Z j, are
present in the equations governing convection in binary fluid mixtures. The 
total symmetry o f the problem is the direct product o f these groups 5 0 (2 )  x 
Z 2 — 0 (2 ). In addition, a temporal (circle group) symmetry, 5 1 arises from 
the dynamic-phase shift symmetry o f the periodic solution of equations (13- 
15) w (x ,z ,t )  — ► w (x, z , t  +  6 ).
Goiubitsky and Stewart remark that a doubling o f the eigenvalues, ±u*> 
occurs at the Hopf bifurcation point if 0 (2 )  symmetry is present. Their 
remark has direct applicability to the Hopf, travelling wave phenomena 
in binary fluid mixtures. The aforesaid doubling is merely an observation 
that the equations admit two wave solutions, each identical, except in their 
direction of propagation. Therefore, as they are indistinguishable, each 
wave will bifurcate at precisely the same parameter value.
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The usual formulation of H op fs theorem (see chapter2). without sym­
metry (except the trivial S l symmetry associated with the periodicity of 
the limit cycle, and the arbitariness of the choice o f the origin o f tim e) leads 
naturally to an equation, concisely written in complex notation, and takes 
the familiar form:
-  aA +  0A\A\*, A t C .  (117)
at
We can rewrite this in an amplitude-phase represention (polar form ); A =  
Re'9 where R  and 0 are functions o f time; we obtain:
^  =  » ( a ) r  +  R(/3)rJ, (118)
§  =  sx a ) +  m a y .  ( i i9 )
Treating 3?(a) >  0, &(/3) >  0, would result in a tricritical H opf bifur­
cation in which higher order terms would be important. We shall see later 
that R {0 ) =  0 for the Hopf bifurcation in binary fluids i.e. it is degener­
ate. Golubitsky and Stewart study the classification o f the Hopf bifurcation 
with 0 (2 )  symmetry. It turns out that there are other physical situations in 
which the degenerate Hopf is important, these include the Taylor-Couette 
experiment (Golubitsky et al 1988) and oscillations in a flexible pipe (G ol­
ubitsky et al 1988 ). Equation(117) is in general supplemented and coupled 
to an equation describing the counter-propagating wave, o f equal amplitude. 
In general this leads to modulated wavelike behaviour-to be discussed later.
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The perturbative procedure used for the degenerate Hopf bifurcation will 
closely mimic that used in chapter 3, for the standing wave thcritical case.
4.2 Linear theory
Before we discuss linear theory it is important to  outline certain approxima­
tions we shall make. In the analysis that follows it is essential to choose the 
non-dimensional quantity A ofequation (1.10), to  be zero. This is purely for 
ease o f manipulation o f the expansions. This is not a poor approximation 
considering we can show that convection driven by the Soret and Dufour 
effects are in fact formally identical problems. By a linear change o f coor­
dinates ( ( ,0 )  we can rewrite the equations in terms of two new variables 
( ( ' ,0 ') ,  such that the equations become:
2 L  +  . . V ( ' -  ? • ( ' ,  (120)
+  ( 121) at
This comment is originally attributable to Knobloch (1980). The variables 
no longer have a direct physical meaning as did the temperature and the 
mass flux. Hence, the study o f  equation (15) with A chosen to be zero is not 
only a dramatic algebraic simplification, but also the approximation does 
not detract from the qualitative dynamics expected, even if the contribution 
due to A turned out to be im portant. The only problem may arise when we 
wish to make a quantitative comparison, between experiment and theory.
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We consider an oscillatory travelling wave disturbance o f the form:
wo =  w0(T)e'<mt~hm) s in (  wz). ( 122)
By considering waves in both directions a cou p led  pair of amplitude equa­
tions are found by Knobloch (1986), the bifurcation diagram is presented 
in figure 14, the parameters a and b are g iven  by Knobloch (1986). We 
substitute (122) into the linearisation, Lt, g iven  by:
where we have rexepressed in terms of tem perature and concentration vari­
ables. For non-triviality o f L tw0 =  0, we ob ta in  an algebraic expression 
similar to that encountered in chapter 3, fo r  the stationary problem . For 
wave-like problems this relation is commonly know n as a dispersion relation; 
det(Ltwo) =  0. Two relations will emerge fr o m  this consistency condition, 
one real, one imaginary:
<r\'(LX4 -  w’ ) -  +  l )  -  1 +  «(1  +  I ) )  =  0 (124)
for the imaginary part. Together they give an  expression for the Rayleigh 
number as a function of the horizontal wave number, Jfe»:
(123)
for the real part, and
(125)
A* <r(l -  <r) -  ¿ (1  -  <r)*V(1 -  <r) 
k\<r (1 — <r(l -h rb) (126)
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where A* =  (ir2 — fc*). By eliminating the Rayleigh num ber, the linear 
frequency squared is:
*  (1+<,(!*+ v ) ^  *  U ( 1  *X 1  +  »))• (127)
We make two remarks:
• T he R, k dependence o f equation (126) is identical to that for the 
stationary problem. Hence, when a minimum is sought, identically 
the same critical wave number, kae =  -^  is found.
• For u> to be meaningful u>: must be strictly positive, asw J < 0  would 
give a imaginary frequency; this consequently places a condition on 
x/;. For small L this means rp must be negative. T his follows from  
neglecting terms in L 7.
Expressions (124) and (125) may be rewritten as:
(128)
, ( 1 , £ ( ! + » )  ! I > ( l+ < r ) ( l  +  * ) \  
° \  »  /  ’
(12»)
n. ■x*(l  +  <r)
a*(l +  <r(l +  V ) ’
(130)
2 -A  AtrrL'
U>c (1 -  <r(l -  <r(l -  «?))' (131)
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These replacements will prove to be useful in the analysis that follows. We 
expand w in a small parameter e, a measure of the small amplitude o f  the 
final supercritical state:
=  two -f e2Wi -r (132)
(133)
where each term in the series may be thought of as a function of the slow 
time Tj. The Rayleigh number is expanded, about R^, in powers o f e.
4 .3  O (c )
In general we must take waves in both directions. We choose to take a 
wave in one direction to simplify the analysis. The form of the equations 
governing the amplitude o f waves propagation in both directions, though 
more general will reveal the same information about a single wave by sim ply 
setting the amplitude o f one wave to zero. We equate terms o f order e and 
obtain the following algebraic equation:
/  —k2(iu  +  ek 2) » ‘ 2  W i \
- R . *w +  fc* o «„
V  - * R . iu> +  Lk2 /  \ Co /
Solving for 0o and Cq gives;
(1 3 5 )
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The complex conjugate ensures that the wave is real. As was the case 
in chapter 3, an equation for the undetermined multiplier u>o(r ) must be 
sought at higher order.
4.4 0{€2)
At second order we recall the comment made in chapter 3 section, regard­
ing the contribution w Au — u A w  being zero in the presence of periodic 
boundary conditions. This condition still applies. Collating second order 
contributions we encounter the inhomogeneous equation:
Lwx »  -w  ( R(2tf0) ] wl*in2wx, (136)
V *(2co) )
We may readily solve this to give:
t»i *  (  1 \ |ti>o|*rin2wz (137)
V /
The reason for neglecting other contributions is due to how we have ex­
panded the Rayleigh number R . We have chosen R  as a series in e2. The 
reason for such a choice is exactly as for the stationary bifurcation. To 
eliminate secularity at second order, recall that R\ — 0 eliminated difficult 
terms. Armed with the solution to second order we may calculate the rele­
vant contributions to third order from the advective terms ti>V0-t-uV0 and 
ii’V c  -f uV e.
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4.5 0 ( i 5)
At third order the inhomogeous equation resembles that obtained at third 
order in chapter 3. Reserving the details for appendix 5, we obtain:
with x =  fc* — u>t. Recall, potential secularity occurs at third order for 
the stationary bifurcation analysed in chapter 3; similar behaviour may be 
seen in equation (138) due to the presence o f the term having the same 
spatial dependence as the solution to first order. Application of the per­
tinent consistency condition requires the inclusion, at this order of a term 
proportional to |to0|2w0. If the Rayleigh number, and time, t are scaled by 
analogy to the calculation presented for the stationary bifurcation, we may 
obtain a Hopf amplitude equation. It only remains to  compute it.
4.6 Calculation o f  the left e igenvector o f  L t
A preliminary step in the ultimate goal o f determining a consistency con­
dition for equation (136), and hence in the calculation of the amplitude 
equation, is in the computation o f  the left eigenvector, w'0. Its evaluation 
is routine and we simply state the result:
|t»o|, «>o(i*«3irs — stnirx)«'* +  c.c.,
(138)
(139)
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4.7 A m plitude equation at third order
The left eigenvector o f L t is used, much in the same way as it was for the 
stationary problem. We collect together all those terms proportional to 
s i n i r z e ' *  from the inhomogeneous contributions and call them. 5 . We call 
the rest o f the terms Si, consisting of all other harmonics present. The 
consistency condition takes the form:
<  w « (5  +  S j) > *  0, (140)
where <  . >  denotes integration over a period in both space variables x and 
z. This procedure, known as the Fredholm alternative, is actually the main 
tool o f bifurcation theory. The Fredholm alternative can be explained quite 
simply, either < w¿ (5  +  Si) 0 and $ a solution or <  w'0(S  ■+• S i)  > =  0 
and r  absolution of dimension =  dimension of the kernel. We may simplify 
this by invoking orthogonality o f  the basic wavefunctions. We find that we 
need only those terms in 5 . The consistency condition reduces to
wJS =  0. (141)
We have neglected to integrate over x  and z as it merely introduces a 
trivial constant factor, that multiplies throughout all contributions in 5 . 
To eliminate excessive algebra equation(138) will be evaluated in the limit 
o f vanishing Lewis number. L. However, the same conclusion will apply
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with non-zero L. For this simpler calculation Wq is take to be:
‘f ’ )
we obtain
+ (s + i|w»l’ ) w, -  0
with
P
Rc (  <ra2 <ra2i>LX2
(tu> +  A1) \(tu> +  A*) (tu> +  LA2)(tu> -f A2)
<ra**R (  LX2 \
(tu; +• XA2)(*u> +  £A2) \ + (iu> +  A2) )
a a \ R  -  R ,)( 
+LX2
(iu»A2) (iu> ■+■ LX2)
(tu> +  LX2)(iu  - f  A2)
- a 2<rR,X2 *(A4(1 + L + L2) +  w2) 
2(u»2 4- X*) (w2 +  X2A«)(i* +  LA2)
+ ___ ______ )
(iw +  IA2)(*w +  A2) ;
_ —a 2a R c  A2 J2* o-a2 <ra2rf>R
2<“ !  +  * ‘ ) (p rfcsr +  * * 3 ^ )  < "  +  * ! ) ( "  +  **) "
=  *7»
9tt(1 -t- <t)u> 
8 <rv>R
(142)
(143)
(144)
d « )
(14«)
- V
(147)
(148)
« 0
The real p u t  o f 3  vanishes identically ( a  is not real), hence to obtain 
a consistent description we seek a m ethod of continuing the expansion to 
higher order. It is in the expectation that a saturation mechanism can be 
found to fifth order, that this procedure is performed. Our familiarity with 
the tricritical bifurcation will guide us as to how to proceed. Let us consider 
the amplitude i»o(^) to  be composed o f  two distinct p u ts  u>oi and tu02 such 
that
tuo(r) =  u>oi(f) +  e2w0t(r ) , (149)
(see Nayfeh and M ook ). The scaling and combination is chosen because u;0i 
will preserve the amplitude equation to  third order. An amplitude equation 
for wot(r) will occur at fifth order. The addition o f the two, as prescribed 
by equation( ) should reveal an equation for u>#(t ). Alternatively, a second 
slow time may be introduced, so that W02 is also a function o f t4, see for 
example Nayfeh and Mook. The result of using both r2 and r4 instead 
o f the w02 leads to  exactly the same amplitude equation, with the same 
coefficients.
4.8 Solution to  third order
At third order woj( t ) does not feature in the consistency condition. The 
potentially secu lu  terms are, for the moment, neglected. Instead focus on
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the contributions due to the advective forcing. This gives:
Lw\ —
0
1
Ml+L+L*\h*+J*
|u»o|*u>os*»*3irze,x 4- e.e., (150)
with Wj =  ( .^ To solve for w2 we assume an ansatz of the form 
ssn3irze*x this gives an equation:
-* ?< • » +  t A’ ) era2 <ra2 \ (  \ /'  0 \
- R . iw +A * 0 i = 1
-* R < iu> +  LA* / u ,  > \ «  I+£*£*»«+•'’  1< J l l W -----  /
(151)
All calculations are performed with the Lewis number arbitrary. We may 
simplify the solutions to each order by considering an experimentally real­
istic limit. If we choose to express all our results in the limit of vanishing 
Lewis number, then a dramatic simplification occurs. The solution to the 
above matrix equation is:
. 3 X '(  ■ * ( - ( • * ) * - «  \
wf =  —  - A j( l  +  *) +  A}(sw 4- »AJ)«*» (152)
V -A l(iw  4- <rA*)(*, 4- A* (***■) +  A»(l 4- <r) )
with
A  -  ( — +  <r)(A' -  A ') +  *,(«•A* -  A i ’ ^ l  +  * )  -  * »A ’ ). (153)
4.9 0(e4)
At fourth order we find an equation o f the form:
Lu>« =  ^ M j  |u>o|4sm 2»r, (154)
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with.
M —3A*3(A* +  iu>)a2<r
^_ ( i ± t )  a ;  -  y j
f l i t )  A? -  *
3(A* -  ¿w)«’ *  I — ^ -w- ’  1-----
2 (—A*(l A*(tw 4- «yA»)^
A
2 (—A*(l -f y ) -f  A?(-iu> +  (rAf) -  tw 
A
2( —A*(l +<r) +  A»(iu> +  <rA»)iu>
+  2 (—A*(l +  <r) 4- A|(—tu> +  <rA») -  iu,
(155)
(156)
A t this stage we begin to realise the need for a simplification therefore the 
Lewis number is chosen to be zero. The expressions becom e considerably 
m ore tiresome to manipulate. We first solve at fourth order by retaining 
the notation o f third order. This is preferable to expressing everything in 
terms o f the original variables. Again, we absorb a multiplicative factor 
into a new scaled variable, w0-
3A, |u>oI4*to4 
* * “ --------- (157)
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We solve for an assumed ansatz of the form:
<P + 1> Ln
Ca a * * l
(158)
(159)
Also, at this order one picks up terms o f the form w{u>0- All of these 
contribute to the cubic portion of the consistency condition. However, as 
this and the third order amplitude equation for wo are added we reestablish 
the third order anomaly.
The amplitude equation to fifth order takes the form:
-7-^ *  awi -  d(w0wl +  w;V l)wo -  0\wo\2wi (160)dr*
-  7|w«|4«>i, (161)
with,
and we note that the real part o f 7  is positive; this can be confirmed 
numerically. Recall, the total amplitude is w0 =  to0i +  eJto0j , then to order 
e3, by adding equations (160) and (143), we obtain:
=  awo -  d\w0\zw0
-  «*7l»ol4*®*- (164)
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We can conclude from the above expression that, unlike the tricritical bi­
furcation which was hysteretic, we obtain a purely degenerate forward Hopf 
bifurcation. Also, if we consider 7 to be am expansion in L, then the coeffi­
cient 7 has a dominant term that is independent o f L, in a non-trivial sense. 
The dependence o f 7 on the other physical parameters, such as the Prandtl 
number, may be o f interest but is most efficiently investigated numerically.
4.10 P redictions versus reality
Recent experiments performed in the vicinity o f R c  for binary fluid mix­
tures confirm the thesis that for large aspect ratio cells the travelling wave 
state is stable. This claim is also substantiated in a faithful two-dimensional 
simulation o f the full two-dimensional partial differential equations. This 
calculation was performed in a large aspect ratio cell by Moore and cowork­
ers. However, there still remain a number o f discrepancies with the present 
theory. Apparently, the most damning is the prediction of a forward Hopf 
bifurcation; this is not seen in experiment. What is observed is a hysteretic 
Hopf. Rather than abandonning the theory, is it possible to understand 
this phenomenon within the context o f  the present analysis? The answer is 
yes and certainly within the context o f equivariant bifurcation theory - such 
behaviour may be seen in the unfolding o f the bifurcation . To perform the 
calculation properly would require recourse to the ’real’ boundary condi­
tions. The reason that R (0) vanishes identically is not entirely obvious and 
seems to be a residue o f the simple periodic boundary conditions chosen,
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projecting  onto a more realistic set o f equations by the method of Gai^rkin 
reveals that R (0 ) does not vanish; this observation will be discussed more 
com pletely in chapter 5.
T h e  experiments demonstrate that the travelling wave branches sub- 
critically, inferring that R e{ß )  >  0. Although in He* — He* bulk mixtures 
we fail to be able to observe the flow directly, one can infer bifurcation be­
haviour indirectly by measurement o f  the non-dimensional heat transport, 
or Nusselt number. For a travelling wave the Nusselt number is a constant, 
since the oscillation is averaged over the whole cell. For the stationary Hopf 
bifurcation we should expect that the Nusselt number will fluctuate with 
the underlying oscillatory frequency.
In ethanol-water and H e3 — He* mixtures Kolodner et al observe a 
hysteric branched Hopf state, and this is confirmed by the appropriate 
Nusselt plot. However, we may observe the stationary Hopf bifurcation in 
m ore restricted geometries. In He* — H e*  mixtures in a porous medium l ( 
see Dullien 1975 and Brand 1984 and references therein), this bifurcation 
has been  reported.
Considering the aspect ratio has such an important role in determining
1T h e  equations describing convection in a porous medium are based on Darcys law (ref. 
13). A ls o , the advective nonlinearity in the equation for the velocity field vV tT is  replaced 
by a  te rm  proportional to  ö)«|. T h e  coefficient that multiplies this term is physically very 
sm all: as a result the equation for the velocity field is linear. In  the presence of periodic 
b o u n d a ry  conditions the results, therefore, for the bulk binary fluid and a binary fluid 
in a p orous medium are almost the same in th a t the nonlinearity in the equation for the 
velocity field is taken to be identically zero. T h is  will be the source of degeneracy in the 
calculated normal forms.
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dynamical behaviour then perhaps we should be thinking in rerms o f  a 
codimension-3 description. The form  of this codimension-3 description is 
unclear, because the effect of finite lateral walls is not known in an analytical 
form. Perhaps the best attempt to  circumvent this impasse is given by 
Cross, in which he considers the reflection of a travelling wave off the lateral 
boundaries. A reflection with reflection coefficient 1 (completely reflected) 
corresponds to a  standing wave. In experiments performed by a group at 
AT&T Bell laboratories, Kolodner and coworkers see such behaviour. In 
the centre o f their cell they observe a standing wave pattern constructed 
from left and right travelling waves.
Current research is concentrated on the codimension-2 bifurcation. This 
bifurcation structure results from the collision in parameter space of the sta­
tionary and H op f bifurcations. W hen this is based on idealised boundary 
conditions, several discrepancies arise. It is becoming clear that exper­
iments may be understood in a more general framework. For example, 
allowing im perfect boundaries into the theory introduce phenomenological 
unfolding parameters that break the overall exact symmetry. Also, the use 
o f envelope equations of the Newell-Whitehead-Segal type may be useful 
as they affect the dynamics. However, the effect o f spatial modulation is 
unclear, even in its effect on linear stability.
4.11 Equivariant b ifurca tion  theory for the degener­
ate and non -degenerate H op f bifurcation
It is instructive to discuss the H op f bifurcation in the presence o f symmetry, 
in the context o f equivariant bifurcation theory. It will serve to provide a 
framework in which both the degenerate and nondegenerate Hopf bifurca­
tion may be discussed. As the critical eigenspace is doubled in the presence 
o f 0 (2 )  symmetry the problem is four-dimensional. We consider complex 
amplitudes A and B and write ou r  basic travelling wave ansatz as:
wo *  [(A  +  B )e tk’ m +  (A ' +  H*)«**•■]stwrz (165)
where A and B are functions o f  tim e. The first step in the analysis is in 
the construction o f  invariants under the 0 (2 ) action. We note that there 
are three:
-  w  +  u r (166)
»2 =  AB" (167)
i% -  B A ’ (168)
If we construct our vector field from  these invariants then the subsequent 
flow will be invariant under the symmetry. The m ost general form this can 
take to  third order in A and B assuming certain non-degeneracy conditions
is
( *  \ / iu>0.A 0 \
l  B j y o -iu/0B J
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(169)
(  f i  A  — f j B  \
\ ¡ ; a  +  í ; b  ) (170)
with / i  and / j  chosen to be
f\ — ®i(|A|* +  |f?|*) +  (3\AB~ •+• 1\BA ’  (171)
f i  =  a>( |A|’  +  I* !1) +  g ,A B -  +  - „ B A -  (172)
By introducing a near identity nonlinear coordinate change given by;
A A +  a\A\’ A  +  B\B\'A +  y\A\’ B- (173)
H A I'B  +  ' W ’ B  +  f iB 'A ' , (174)
. +  a 'lB I ’ B  +  B~\A?B  +  i m\B\’ A- (175)
’ IB ? A  +  e-\A ?A  +  J]‘ A 2B ’ , (175)
and B  utilising the following results to 0 (3 ):
(|Si>A) -  Ù*,\B?À (177)
(A > > )  -  iiu oA ’ B - (178)
(|A|'*B) =  -Ù * ,\ À ?B (179)
(iB i’ B ) = (180)
(B ’ A -) =  -3 iu « ,B ’ A - (181)
(IA ?A ) =  lu o l i l ’ i . (182)
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where the dot denotes differentiation withjf respect to t. T he purpose of 
such a transformation is to reduce the equation to its simplest fo rm  without 
changing the topology of the bifurcation. This gives:
À  =  IU10À + À , Bm{-2 - ,iu *  +  C ) +  |A| -  D ) (183)
+ +  E ) +  +  F ) (184)
+ P\À\3À  +  Q\B\*À. (185)
Hence, by choosing the following values for the constants;
C  . - D
7 2tu>o ’ 2iw0 ’
- E  _  - F
(186)
2tu<o ’ ^ Arfiu>o
(187)
we may eliminate the first four cubic terms using this procedure. Similarly, 
for an equation for w we finally obtain to third order two equations:
A  =  iu^A  +  P\A\*A +  Q\B\*A (188)
( £ )  =  iux>B +  P\A\*B +  Q\B\l B . (189)
These are canonical equations for the Hopf bifurcation with 0 ( 2 )  symmetry. 
In nongeneric circumstances in which 9?(Q) =  0 we find the amplitude 
equations are o f  an adequate order. The corresponding bifurcation diagram 
is shown in fig (14).
If we expand equation (170) to higher order, anticipating a  degeneracy 
in the coefficients we obtain:
A  *  A t  +  (t||0|* +  Ci(|it|* -*• ¡5|*) +  (190)
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+  A I * | , (|A |, - H * l ’ )X  +  » , |B r A  +  * ,( |A I ’  +  l * ! , )*A  (191)
+  il(|»|’ (|A|’  +  |*l, )’ )X  +  MI»l*(|X|’  +  |*l, ))A  (192)
with the change o f variable* given by:
X =  A +  <*(|X|’  +  |B |’ )’ X  +  0(1X1’  +  IB!’ )B ’ A +  yB'A . (193)
B =  B +  a ( |X |’  +  +  0 ( |X |’  +  |B |’ )X ’ X  + y A *B , (194)
to give dropping the hats;
A  -  c ,(|X |’  +  |0 | * ) X  +  e.dA )’  +  |S | * ) ’ A (195)
«  / , | i | ’ (|X |’  +  |B |’ )X  +  X ,|B |4X  +  y ,|B r X  (196)
similarly,
B  =  cl (|X |’  +  |B |’ ) B + « t(|X |’  +  |B |’ )’ B  (197)
=  A I * l , (|X |, +  |B |’ )B  +  <l1|B |‘ B + * | B | * a .  (198)
We are interested in the primary branched state and hence a fifth order 
truncation suffices, for higher order branched states (secondary and even 
tertiary) the description o f the amplitude equations must be to seventh 
order; see remark made by K nobloch (1986).
4 .1 2  R (/3 ) =  0
It is particularly intriguing why the two-component convection problem 
has a degeneracy such that £ (/? ) =  0. All attempts to explain this are
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based upon calculation ( E. Knobloch (1986), J. Swift (1984) and refer­
ences therein ). It would seem that a more elegant explanation should 
exist: perhaps in terms of a hidden symmetry argument (Dangelmayr and 
Armbruster (1986)). However, it is uncertain that this is the way to pro­
ceed. It is clear that this is an avenue for future research.
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C h apter 5 - Schem es o f  G alerkin  truncations
5.1 The m eth od  o f  Galerkin
The origin o f the m ethod o f Galerkin is generally associated with a paper 
published by Galerkin (1915) on the elasic equilibrium o f  rods and thin 
plates.
The Galerkin technique has been applied to many problems. A m ajor 
difficulty turns out to  arise from how to handle the convection-dissipation 
interaction correctly. The key feature o f the Galerkin m ethod may be stated 
quite concisely. We will assume a two-dimensional problem  is governed by 
a linear differential equation (we shall see that this m ay be extended to 
include a class o f nonlinear problems). Consider:
L(u>) «  0 (199)
in the domain D (x ,y ) ,  with boundary conditions
S {w ) «  0 (200)
on d D (x ,y ), the boundary o f D (x ,y ) .  The Galerkin m ethod assumes that 
w can be accurately represented by an approximating solution, wa.
wa =  w0(x ,y ) +  5 1  ( 201)
3*1
where the 4>'3a are known analytical functions (moreover in the cases we 
consider ¿ 's  are separable), u>o is introduced to satisfy the boundary condi­
tions and a3 are the coefficients to be determined. Substitution o f equation
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(201) into (199) produces a non-zero residual, R, given by
N
A = L ( w . )  =  L (w ,) +  E ‘ jL (4 i)  (202)
jml
In the Galerkin method the unknown coefficients, a, in equation (201) are 
obtained by solving the following system  o f equations:
< * , * * > »  0 * « 1 ......N . (203)
Here R  is the relevant equations residual, the 4>'jS are the same functions 
that appear in the expansion and < , >  is an inner product. Since this 
example is based on a linear differential equation, (203) can be written as 
a matrix equation for the coefficients a , as
N
<  L(4j),<t>k > =  -  <  L(vt),4h >  • (204)
>«1
Substitution o f o'-s resulting from the solution of (204) gives the required 
approximate solution wa. It is convenient to define the inner product < 
f , g >  in the following manner:
< / , » > -  /  j D fgdzdz. (205)
The method of Galerkin has been used to simplify the study o f  certain 
partial differential equations, and to  represent them by an approximate, 
simpler set o f equations. This simpler set, takes the form  of a finite num­
ber o f ordinary differential equations. The technique is well suited to fluid 
flow problems as the expansion is known to converge strongly to the exact
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solution in the case o f the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation. In the 
three-dimensional case a number o f weaker results are known ( Ladyzhen- 
sakya 1963 and 1978). Performing an expansion in a complete set leads to 
an infinite set of ordinary differential equations. Clearly, this is unsatisfac­
tory as a infinite dimensional system is as difficult as the original equations 
to determine dynamical behaviour for. We must accordingly truncate, to 
include only a finite number o f modes.
T he number o f modes, which I will take to mean approximating func­
tions, required to capture the true nonlinear character o f  the equations is 
difficult, in general, to estimate. The approach by Temam and Foias based 
on functional analysis estimates has shown that there is a  theoretical basis 
for determining the qualitative long term behaviour of a fluid and this can 
be achieved by the study o f a finite but sufficient number o f modes.
The success of the method o f Galerkin relies on providing a good trial 
ansatz, for the dependent quantities o f the velocity, temperature and con­
centration. This usually takes the form  o f an expansion in a set o f functions 
(for example polynomials, spherical harmonics or a fourier series), with ar­
bitrary, time dependent coefficients. The error inherited by the assumption 
o f a finite, non-exact solution, is minimised by averaging over the flow. This 
averaging takes the form o f integrating over the spatial coordinates in the 
fluid domain. In the two dimensional case this is in x and z. The problem 
o f solving, or determining the dynamics, even numerically is reduced dra­
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matically. In general, we are now faced with studying a set o f  non-linear 
ordinary differential equations. If the truncation is taken to a high order 
(in excess of one hundred modes, say), then task of investigating the equa­
tions does start to becom e numerically cumbersome, although much larger 
systems have been investigated (Yahata 1984).
The O.D.E's arising from such truncation are easily investigated using 
a number o f existing numerical packages. The most commonly available 
that serves to produce adaquate and accurate results is by the Nottingham 
Algorithms Group (N A G ). The NAG routines used are based upon high 
order Runge-Kutta methods. More sophisticated packages exist such as 
A U TO , to investigate bifurcation behaviour, and are widely available. The 
aim o f chapter 5, therefore, is to study some aspects o f  Galerkin schemes 
applied to convection in binary fluid mixtures. The initial objective will be 
to obtain a sufficiently reduced m odel to describe behaviour near bifurca­
tion points exactly. It will not be in the spirit o f Temam and Foias, in the 
sense that we do not wish to obtain strong convergence results over a large 
parameter range, as that will be at the expense o f high dimensionality. We 
will seek to obtain a low dimensional scheme that retains the essential dy­
namics observed in the actual flow, close to criticality. A Veronis ’minimal 
representation’ (Veronis 1963) will begin as our first guess and we shall 
build upon this minimal system. The reason for studying such truncation 
schemes, over and above the bifurcation behaviour it mimics at criticality,
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is that they may be useful for the investigation o f larger amplitude phe­
nomena. conjecturing that the low dimensional approximation is still valid. 
In this way we may possibly elucidate typical or generic behaviour.
5.2 Truncation schemes for  binary fluid mixtures
We present the derivation and numerical results for a set o f Galerkin trun­
cation schemes for convection in binary fluids. We expect to be able to 
describe the dynamical behaviour for Rayleigh numbers chosen close to 
criticality by a set o f truncated m odel equations. Five and eight m ode 
truncation schemes are derived assuming a stationary solution with time 
dependent coefficients. The five m ode m odel is formally equivalent to that 
model studied by Knobloch et al for the thermohaline problem. The two 
systems differ only by a linear change o f  dependent variables. The dy­
namical behaviour for the two truncations will be identical. However, the 
question remains, how do the dynamics change as the order o f the trunca­
tion is increased? We will try to cast some light on this question.
5 .2 .1  H ow  d o  w e tru n cate?
There are no general practical rules o f  truncation to a finite system o f 
equations which adequately describes the dynamics o f  the original equa­
tions. The sufficient number of m odes required for a faithful representation 
o f a flow is in general very, very large. However, the dimension2 o f the
dimension of the natural
attractor for a fluid flow has been determined experimentally: in suitably 
constructed phase space for the Taylor-Couette experiment it is found to 
be small (Gollub 1985). Foias et al discuss the sufficient number o f vector 
valued functions to maintain a good estimate o f the underlying flow. For 
the single fluid problem and for Grashof numbers, Gr =  J  s : 5 x  104, Foias 
et al report that 10‘  modes axe required for two-dimensional flow and as 
many as 10l° modes for the full three dimensional flow. Moreover, they 
observe that the addition o f more modes is not a good rule to necessarily 
im prove the accuracy o f the approximation. Their estimates are based on 
a functional analysis approach.
An estimate o f the dimension o f  the ’attractor' in an experimental 
Taylor-Couette system puts its value in the chaotic regime at approximately 
five. W e must treat this result with some sceptism as there is great un­
certainty in the the measurement o f the dimension o f the attractor, as we 
must remember the spatial dynamics have been largely ignored. However, 
irrespective o f the actual numerical value the very fact that its value is mea­
sured to  be small indicates that the number of degrees o f freedom needed 
to describe the dynamics in this regime is perhaps small. If the measured 
dimension turns out to be large then a low dimensional description would 
be futile. One must also realise that the figures quoted from  Temam’s work 
are upper bounds, and I expect poor ones at that, so the situation may not 
be as gloomy as the functional analysis approach suggests.
5.3 T h e  truncation heirarchy
In order to  fulfil the Foias criterion I have suggested that we need an in­
ordinate number o f m odes to accurately represent the flow. In our m odel 
system we retain only a few modes, taking full advantage o f the spatially 
periodic structure of the flow even up to the onset o f temporal chaos (ref 
Libchaber).
In this respect, the low dimensional approximation is flawed as we heav­
ily rely on  experimental input for guidance. The alternative approach is to 
pursue a high dimensional system. This is computationally expensive and 
further m ore becomes analytically intractable. The hope is that the flow 
at modest Rayleigh numbers is describeable by a low dimensional system 
o f equations.
The low dimensional Lorenz-like truncation schemes, constructed with a 
stationary ansatz, is thought to  be relevant in small aspect ratio experimen­
tal cells. The smallness o f  the aspect ratio ensures only a small number o f 
modes can possibly be excited. (An analogous effect is observed in a short 
stretched string in which the length o f the string determines the number o f 
modes one can excite).
Conversely, a travelling wave associated with the Hopf bifurcation is 
relevant to  a large aspect ratio system - in effect infinite. A Galerldn 
truncation scheme based on  a travelling wave ansatz is no longer applicable 
to a small aspect ratio cell. However, we would expect a large aspect
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ratio cell to allow many more competing m odes. Near bifurcation points 
this competition is well characterised: however away from these special 
points the interaction of m odes may be extremely intricate. It is with this 
proviso that we need to treat the travelling wave truncation scheme of low 
order with some sceptism, especially when probing regions of large Rayleigh 
number (typically, R  >  2 — 3 x  fZ,).
We choose to investigate rectangular cells; cylindrical cells may be 
treated in an analogous fashion. Hence, the truncation scheme reduces 
to truncating a double fourier series.
5.4 Galerkin truncation o f  Lorenz and Saltzmann
Perhaps the first recognisable account of a Galerkin truncation scheme be­
ing used as a tool for investigation of a hydrodynamical instability was by 
Saltzmann in 1962. In the following year a remarkable paper by Lorenz, 
based on Saltzmann's work and comprising a numerical study o f a severely 
truncated scheme, for the single fluid Benard problem, was published.
Lorenz 1963 had discovered that in his system o f three ordinary dif­
ferential equations irregular fluctuations, or as he originally phrased it- 
aperiodidty occurred. The importance o f the paper was to prove to be 
profound. His discovery was incredibly important to physical scientists, in 
that the model was derivable from a physically realisable situation (albeit 
using a severely truncated scheme) and hence eradicated the ingrained be­
lief that regularity and periodicity was all one could expect from such simple
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equations. It was also an important contribution in that it would help to 
elucidate one o f  the longest standing probems in physics: the problem of 
turbulence. Twenty-five years on from the appearance of Lorenz’s paper we 
are perhaps no closer to understanding the problem  o f strong turbulence. 
However, low  dimensional turbulence has been experimentally verified and 
it seems to  fit the overall picture o f low dimensional chaos.
Features o f  ’aperiodicity’ can be seen in similar truncation schemes 
(Franchescini). Also, many physical systems have been modelled with some 
confirmable success. The pumped laser has been modelled by truncation 
o f the Maxwell-Bloch equations by Haken. The Maxwell-Bloch equations 
are the continuum  equations that govern the electronic excitation in atoms. 
Irregular behaviour has been observed experimentally.
Chapter 5 will contain a study of a sequence o f  Lorenz like truncations 
for the binary fluid equations. Although the Galerkin truncation scheme is 
not unique, the choice o f m odes will be motivated by the choice o f ansatz 
in chapters 3 and 4. It has been known since Lorenz’s seminal work in 1963 
that com plicated behaviour can result from  very simple severely truncated 
schemes. T h e five mode m odel we shall derive and discuss arose from a 
Veronis ’minimal representation’ . We include only those modes that go to 
describe the instability at onset (for the stationary bifurcation). In the 
limit o f vanishing concentration gradient the equations decouple and re­
duce to those o f  Lorenz. We may include the tricritical bifurcation in the
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zoolog}' o f dynamical behaviour in a truncated model by extending from 
five to eight modes. T he tricritical bifurcation demands the inclusion o f the 
modes proportional to w sin 3ir:coskzx . These three modes (fo r  the veloc­
ity, temperature and concentration) are included in addition to  the usual 
Veronis model. An eight and a fourteen m ode model can be constructed in 
an analogous fashion, the choice being dictated by the assumptions made 
in chapter 4. A brief num erical investigation is given.
5.5 Aside: an alternative approach
Before describing the truncation schemes, let us first analyse an alterna­
tive approach. An alternative to the use o f  an arbitrary trunction, albiet 
legitimate near the bifurcation point, which results in a low dimensional 
set o f O.D.E 's instead o f  utilising the eigenfunctions of the minimal repre­
sentation is to use a so ca lled proper orthogonal projection (p .o .p ). This 
technique, initiated by Lum ley tries to select out unbiasedly only those 
modes which are im portant. The importance of a normal m ode is deter­
mined by calculating its auto-correlation function. From it we can decide 
how well correlated a given arbitrarily chosen mode is to the experimental 
data. Aubrey et al hasled recent effort to  use this technique, to  elucidate 
coherent structures in the wall region of a turbulent boundary layer. When 
would we use such a technique? It would seem appropriate to  use p.o.p. 
most usefully in parameter regimes away from points of bifurcation, as it 
is usually clear what to use in these regions. In a turbulent regime, for
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instance, where it is suspected that the dynamics are governed by a low 
number of modes, the technique may be m ost powerful. The power of the 
approach is that it is semi-empirical and hence does not rely on arbitrary 
choice of modes. This approach seems to  have much promise and perhaps 
should be the subject o f extensive future investigation.
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5.6 T h e  stationary bifurcation
5.6.1 Five mode model
The five m ode truncation using Veronis’ "minimal representation" has been 
considered by Knoboch et al. The choice of the 5 modes that com pose the 
minimal representation is chosen so as to reproduce to  second order, the 
perturbative approach for the stationary bifurcation.
In a similar fashion it is natural to extend these ideas to higher order 
truncations. A general expansion will be of the form:
M S
u; =  Wmn(t)cos(mlk«x)stn(n7rz) (206)
M N
6 =  ^  ^  Omn(t)cos(m kKx)sin (n irz) (207)
e =  £  5 1  cmw(t)eoj(m fc»x)*m (nw *). (208)
Expansions of this form automatically satisfy the periodic boundary con­
ditions imposed. The expanded functions w, 6 and c are defined over the 
domain (0 ,1) in z and over all x. Also, we do not necessarily have to choose 
all modes up to and including M and N.
5.6.2 5-mode Veronis minimal representation
We consider a subset of the expansion given above, choosing the modes:
w =  X\(t)sinirzcoskxz  (209)
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9 =  Y1(t)sin irzcosk .x  ■+• Z(t)sin2irz (2 1 0 )
c =  U\(t)*inirzcoak,x +  V(t)ain2ws (211)
These expansions are substituted into the basic equations o f motion (13- 
15). Five equations are obtained by multiplying by the relevant m ode 
and integrating. The equation for X\ is derived from the equation for the 
velocity, Yu  Z  result from the equation for the temperature. The equation 
for the concentration gives equations for Ui and V. The integration is 
performed on x from 0 to  ^  and on z from 0 to 1. The orthogonality 
conditions of the trigonometrical functions are used. In this way the time 
evolution o f each fourier com ponent is obtained.
X, - -< r (X ,  -  S', -  17,) (212)
z - Z  +  X ,Y , (213)
Ÿt - -y ,  -  r X , -  Z X x (214)
V - - |  H V - * Z )  +  X ,U 1 (215)
til • - L ( U , - i , Y t ) +  R X l =  -V X x (215)
The form o f the expansion means that the integrations are trivial, in as 
much, we may determine the equation for X\ by comparing like m odes. 
For example, to determine the equation for X\ we compare all those terms 
proportional to sinwcoskxx . The equations for the other modes follow 
similarly.
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5 .6 .3  8 -m o d e  rep resen ta tion
An extended version o f the minimal representation includes three further 
modes. X j ,  Yj, Uj:
w =  X i(t)sin irzcoskmx  +  X 2(t)sinZirzcoskKx  (217)
6 =  Yi(t)sinirzcoakax  +  Y2(t)sinZirzcoakax  +  Z(t)sin2irz (218)
c =  U\(t)»inirzcoak*x — U2(t)sinZirzcoskmx  +  V(t)ain2irz (219)
The process outlined for the 5-mode m odel is repeated and a set o f eight
nonlinear O .D.E ’s result:
-  a’ (x , +  ..a’ x ,) =  +  Ui) (220)
-A | (x , +  »A’ x ,)  =  -t;<r<y, +  p>) (221)
¿  +  ( 2 * ) » z - | < - x , y ,  +  x , y , +  r , n )  (222)
y , +  Ajy, -  r x x -  »¿(AT, -  x . )  (223)
Y, +  A jy, -  R X , =  -1 r Z X ,  (224)
V  +  4* ‘ l ( V  - * Z ) =  | ( - X , P ,  +  X ,P ,  +  X ,V ,)  (225)
P, +  LX\(U, -  * Y ,)  -  irRX, -  wV(X\ -  X , )  (226)
V , +  £A|(P, -  i>Yt ) -  n R X ,  =  - » X , ,  (227)
where X\ =  (tr* +  fc*) and Af =  ((3ir)J -i-fc*). We rescale the variables using:
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(228)
(229)
—  r , (230)
g / . - * (231)
\\2nZ
• V ---------- 2 (232)
A J £ V _ V (233)
jjp . —  cr, (234)
(235)
scaling time as:
J ,4
<« ’ <«■ (236)
These substitutions serve to eliminate extraneous constants. The eight-
m ode model becomes:
X x = -<r(X>  -  r, -  17») (237)
X ,  - (238)
z  = — g Z  +  (X,r, +  7|7| +71^1) (239)
Yl « -K ,  -  r X , -  Z (X , +  X ,) (240)
n  * j Y ,  -  r X ,  -  Z X , (241)
r  = -  j L (  V  -  i ,Z ) +  (X, i\  +  X ,U , +  X, U ,) (242)
i\  = - £ ( V, v R X , +  - V ( X ,  +  X») (243)
V , =  - U Y U t + T + Yl ) - * X X , - X , V .  (244)
5 .6 .4  1 4 -m o d e  rep resen ta tion
Extending the m odel still further by including the modes conjugate to X i ,  
X 7, Yx, Yt, Uu  Ui *nd so allowing travelling wave states, we obtain a 14- 
m ode representation:
w =  X\(t)sinirzcoskaz  +  X 3(t)ain3irzcoakxx (245)
+  X i(t)sin irzsin kKx  +  Xi(t)ain3irzainkxx  (246)
0 =  Y\(t)sinirzcoskax  +  Y3(t)sin3irzcoskax +  Z(t)sin2irz (247) 
+  Y i(t)sim rzsm kxx +  Ya(t)sin3irzcoskax (248)
c =  U i(t)sinirzsinkmx ■+• U3(t)ainZirzcoakxx  -i- V {t)a in2rz  (249) 
+  Ui(t)ainirzainkrx -I- U3(t)ainZiczainkt x (250)
W e scale as we have scaled using relations (18-26), where the conjugate 
quantities are scaled in the same way.. This gives:
X x «  - ^ X x - Y x - U x )  (251)
Xx — —<r{Xx — Yx — Ux) (252)
X ,  =  S p , - ± Y , - ± U t ) (253)
Jf. -  (2M )
Z =  - | z  +  Xx.Yx +  Xt.Yx +  X » .r ,)  (255)
Yx =  -Yx  -  rXx -  Z(Xx +  X 3) (256)
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fi  =  - y ,  -  r X ,  -  Z ( X ,  +  X , )  (257)
y. -  j Y , - r X , - Z X ,  (25S)
=  y y 2 -  r2r, -  Z X ,  (259)
v  =  - | i ( y - V ’Z H -(J r,.£7 , +  jr,.£rl +  2r,.£71) (26o>
17, =  -£ (£ 7 ,-V ,y ,) +  » A j r ,+ -  V(JT, +X,) (261)
0, =  ~L(U\ — i/>Yi) +  irRXi — V ( X ,  +  X , j  (262)
&  =  - L ( y £ /,  +  y  V>y.) -  •fRX, - X , V  (263)
02 =  +  y * y > )  -  -  X ,V  (264)
5.7 The extended  Galerkin m odel with im perm eable 
boundary conditions
A refinement o f the fourteen-mode m odel is achieved by projecting the 
basic equations onto a subspace o f  the general Galerkin model that takes 
into account impermeability (see Linz and Lucke 1986 for the eight mode 
problem ) at the horizontal boundaries. Refining still further by including 
rigidity is not possible as a closed form  solution is not known, in short a 
boundary layer has to be put in. As the diffusive concentration current 
is proportional to  V £ , where £ =  e — yf>6 is the diffusive current, then 
this quantity must vanish identically at the horizontal boundaries. Instead 
o f  choosing the modes given in chapter 4, equation (135) we identify the
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following modes as being relevant:
w = X 1(t)*inwzeoskmx  +  X,(t)sinZirzcoskwx  (265)
9 = Yl (t)ainirzco*kwz  +  K^^smSirzcojA:.« +  Z(t )jm2jrr (266)
(  =  U\(t)co»kax -r Ut(t)co32irzcosk,z  •+■ V (t)* in irz  (267)
We notice that the equation for £ will automatically satisfy the imperme­
ability criterion, which may be written concisely as £  =  0 at z *  0, 1.
The basic equations o f motion expressed in terms o f  concentration, tem­
perature and vertical velocity may be easily transformed so that the con­
centration current variable (  replaces the concentration variable,c. The 
result of using, £ =  c — \f>9, gives
( j j  -  (268)
( J j  “  V !)<  “  R t w  =  - ( »  V ) « .  (269)
V *(j j  _  =  " v î ( ( l  +  * ) »  +  { )  -  V 2(» .V )w . (270)
The procedure for producing a truncation scheme is the same as given in 
section 5.4. However, their derivation is not quite so straightforward as 
outlined in section 5.4.. Recall, when performing a Galerkin truncation 
scheme with permeable boundaries we simply equated terms of that form, 
as orthogonality would automatically eliminate all other terms. With the 
impermeable boundary conditions this assertion is not so clear cut. Instead,
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a num ber o f integrals have to be determined, a. table o f  those relevant 
integrals is given in appendix 4. The fourteen equations take the form:
*  =
Z
Ÿx
n
V
y/28 s/28+ )
-  *i>2x. +  ((3 / ; i  ü )(k ^  v w
♦
- | z  +  >/2(x ,y , +  x ,y , +  x ,y .)
3»*
( ( * 0 »  +  * î)
3t !
2y, -  r X , -  Z (X , +  X , )
2 r, -  r X ,  - zx,7 T
W 1 + „ I +  W h
- L ( ^ U ,  +  H ^ y .) _  * * x , -  x ,v ,
(271)
(272)
(273)
(274)
(275)
(276)
(277)
(278)' 3 * 3
together with the equations for the conjugate variables X x, X 2 Ÿx, Ÿx, ŸXt 
Yj. T he form  of the advective contribution changes from  the permeable 
m odel, details are given in appendix 4. We have used the scalings:
V i " - .
-J T X '
V i "  _
IT T *"
27IT* y/2
sq r tZ 4
— X , (279)
* —  xt (280)
■Yx-----Yx (281)
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(282)
(286)
(284)
(285)
(283)
rescaling time as before.
5.8 Invariant subspaces
Before we discuss the dynam ics o f the models it is instructive to look at any 
invariant subspaces that m ay exist in the truncated m odels. The O .D .E .’s 
have two invariant subspaces: this refects the physical symmetries o f the 
flow. If we set those m odes that are conjugate to X\, X 2, Ylt Y2, U\, 
U2, to zero then the flow remains in that subspace hence, we obtain a 
legitimate subspace. Therefore, the dynamics o f the fourteen mode m odel 
has a subspace whose dynam ics are o f those o f the eight m odel model.
Are the dynamics o f  the eight-mode Cross model also included as an 
invariant subspace in the fourteen m ode m odel? As the Cross truncation is 
not an invariant subspace o f  the full fourteen m ode m odel, it would seem no. 
This is precisely why Cross observes that numerically an arbitrarily small 
perturbation will destroy the period doubled state observed by Knobloch 
et al at critical parameters (R,V>)= (tt ,-•<•) in the five m ode model.
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5.9 Linear theory
5.9 .1  P itch fo rk  b ifu rca tion
Let us analyse some aspects o f the dynamics o f the truncation scheme. It 
is straightforward to show that the linear theory for equation (251-264) for 
the stationary bifurcation is equivalent to  that presented in chapter 3. To 
do so, we assume X „  Y,, Z , Ui, V , are small and we linearise as usual. This 
gives a matrix equation
for linear stability, we obtain a condition on the eigenvalues, given by 
det(I\  — L (w )) =  0. Three blocks of the determinant decouple to pro­
duce
for the stationary 8-m ode permeable m odel. The expressions given in the 
above equations produce two cubic and one quadratic equation. To find the 
threshold for stationary convection, we demand =  0 in equation (288). 
This results in the condition that the constant term from  equation (288)
w =  L (w ), (287)
I X ■+> <r —<r — <r |
-7  (1 +  A) 0 =
! - * r  -+ L  (Z + A)|
« (288)
- r  ( f  +  A) 0 = 0
■*r ( ? £  +  * )
(289)
I A +  J 0~  s u
I \+L f L +  X I (290)
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be zero. The reduced critical Rayleigh number is,
1 (291)
( I f  *  +  ! ) ’
identical to  the result obtained in (3.1) in reduced variables, with criti­
cal horizontal wave number ka =  T o  show the other eigenvalues at 
criticality is straightforward. For the fourteen mode impermeable model 
(equations 263-278) the relevant decoupled determinant is:
This corresponds to equation (82) o f the permeable m odel and gives the 
stationary critical values:
The critical value of r =  r , ,  the reduced Rayleigh number is found by 
equating the constant term s to zero. By evaluating ^  =  0, we obtain the 
critical wave number;
The corresponding stability curves are given in figure 9.
5 .9 .2  H o p f  b ifu rca tio n
Similarly, the Hopf bifurcation is found when a pair o f com plex conjugate 
roots o f the eigenvalue equation (286), cross the imaginary axis ( assuming
(292)
0 < ¥ t ì + * )
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for the moment that certain transversality conditions hold). We find
r«o (1 +  o  t - <nt>)
(295)
The condition that the Hopf frequency be real places a condition on the
separation ratio:
*  <
- ( 1  +*•)£»
(X s +  o L 1 +  X ■+■ oL  +  * ) '
These results are confirmed by Cross (1986).
(296)
5 .9 .3  T ricr itica l b ifu rca tio n
The tricritical bifurcation is realised by studying the equations in the visin- 
ity o f  with
Vt *
—L* (297)
(1 +  L +  X* +  L*)'
A few representative values o f  the stress parameters are shown in figure 13. 
The unstable branches depicted by the broken lines are located by choosing 
an initial condition and following its evolution. If it evolves to the upper 
stable branch then it is above the unstable solution, alternatively below the 
unstable branch the flow will relax to  the zero solution.
5 .9 .4  B ro k e n  tr icr it ica l sta te
The broken tricritical state may be realised by adding a constant forcing 
term , C . to the m odel equations. In such a way we may phenomenologically
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introduce a symmetry broken state. Equation (249) becom es
X x «  -<r(X x - Y x - U x) +  C  (298)
For illustrative purposes the constant, C =  0.0001. Its effect is sought nu­
merically. The bifurcation diagram corresponding to this value o f C is given 
in figure 7. For a small amplitude set o f  starting values, with X  chosen to 
positive, we occupy the top branch at A . As we reduce r we jum p at B. 
A jum p at C is seen only if a sufficiently small value o f  X  is used ( below 
branch D), when decreasing r. The branch for negative values of X  is lo­
cated by choosing sufficiently large negative values of X , below  the unstable 
branch at E.
In an experiment, i f  the temperature difference is varied smoothly for 
a fixed separation ratio, from quiesence, a jump is seen at C , if the model 
is correct and a sym m etry breaking bifurcation is present. T he top branch 
corresponds to roll rotating in a clockwise direction say. T he bottom  branch 
would correspond to  the cell rotating in the opposite sense.
5.10 Some basic properties o f  the tru ncation  schemes
Neglecting the m odes X 2, Y2, U2 reduces the fourteen m ode description to 
eight modes. Rem oving the complex conjugate contributions (the hatted 
variables) reduces the eight to five equations and to the M oore model. In 
the limit of negligible concentration gradient and vanishing separation ratio 
the model becomes that o f Lorenz.
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It was shown by Cross that the standing waves were unstable to trav­
elling wave perturbations in large aspect ratio cells. This was revealed by 
Cross’s eight mode model. This scenario was later revealed, by experiment, 
to  be true. Figure 10 shows results o f  onset o f the H opf bifurcation for the 
eight mode model; see Kolodner (1986 ) for the experimental data. Notice 
there is a large amplitude non-linear saturation even very near criticality. 
The Cross model is, however, incom plete as the addition of further modes 
stabilise the travelling wave. Figure 11 demonstrates this quite well.
The natural question to ask is h ow  much of this behaviour is seen in 
experimentation? If we concentrate fo r  the moment on the Hopf bifurcation 
it has been observed by Kolodner et al that the travelling wave state is as­
sociated with a subcritical bifurcation. Recall, the theory based on free-slip 
permeable boundary conditions predicts a supercritical bifurcation. This is 
exactly the reason the extended fourteen mode model has been derived as 
it allows the subcritical Hopf bifurcation.
In summary, therefore, the fourteen mode model seems to get the most 
dynamics right. It was our lack o f  understanding o f the degeneracies and 
symmetries implicit in binary fluid m ixtures that meant all previous models 
were in some respect inadequate, even at the critical bifurcation point.
5.11 Far from  criticality
Far from criticality, away from onset o f  both the stationary and oscillatory 
instabilities, we assume the legitim acy of the truncation scheme breaks
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down. To what extent it breaks down is unclear.
What are the dynamics in this more general regime and do they have 
any relevance to what is observed in experiment? This is too general a 
question to possibly answer in totality, as we would expect to observe spatial 
irregularities. In a carefully controlled experiment, in which we have a small 
aspect ratio cell together with a low Prandtl number fluid Libchaber (1972) 
discovered that the aperiodicity Lorenz had found was indeed observable, 
at least at a qualitative level.
The same conclusions could be said to be relevant for binary fluids, 
as the five m ode m odel yields a similar route to chaos, through a period 
doubling sequence. The global results o f the fifth order system can be 
summarised schematically by fig (13) reproduced from fig(3) o f Moore et 
al. The fifth order system supports a heteroclinic explosion (M oore et al), 
for parameter values (¿2, V*) =  (8 ,8 1 ,-1 .1 6 ). The Sh ilnikov mechanism, 
in which flow is reinjected near an unstable equilibrium together with a 
condition on the eigenvalues, provides a sufficient mechanism for chaotic 
dynamics. In the eight mode m odel this mechanism is suppressed.
For the eight mode Cross m odel the behaviour is relatively straightfor­
ward. Beyond the Hopf bifurcation point two stable limit cycles bifurcate 
from the quiesent state. The two limit cycles becom e unstable and bifur­
cate to unstable tori; this appears as a rather uninteresting spiraling to a 
fixed point. The bifurcation can be confirmed using Floquet theory.
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C h ap ter  6 - C onclusions
C onclusions
The possibility o f predicting fluid motion is an intriguing subject.
In simple geometries we have a strong grasp o f the correspondence 
between the P.D.E’s that govern the fluid’s motion and bifurcation the­
ory. which attempts to classify qualitative changes in the solutions of the
P .D .E ’s.
In chapter 1 we present the model equations o f motion for convection 
in a two dimensional layer o f perfectly miscible binary fluid. T he equations 
are derived from  various conservation principles.
In chapter 2 we draw upon dynamical systems theory to provide a set­
ting to study the model problem of chapter 1. The Lorenz m odel is used 
to  demonstrate various aspects o f the theory.
The tricritical bifurcation describing the transition between a forward 
and backward pitchfork bifurcation occurs generically in codim ension-2 sys­
tems with Z j  (reflectional) symmetry. The tricritical bifurcation is inves­
tigated using the method o f multiple scales. A prediction o f coefficients 
o f  the normal form is given. The results are compared with the available 
experimental data of Gao and Behringer 1986. Chapter 3 concludes with a 
discussion o f  the broken tricritical state.
The Hopf bifurcation is discussed in detail in chapter 4. T h e overall
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symmetry present is 0 (2 )  x S l , the spatial reflections and rotations of 
the circle together with the phase shift symmetry S 1. It gives rise to a 
degenerate Hopf bifurcation. It is degenerate in the sense that a fifth order 
description is required to describe it. A normal form is derived for the pure 
travelling wave state.
In Chapter 5 a number o f Galerkin truncation schemes are investigated. 
They are constructed to include these higher order bifurcation phenomena. 
The tricritical and degenerate Hopf bifurcations are treated consistently 
within a model. The equations are improved upon by projecting the 14- 
modes onto a more appropriate subspace.
The prediction of coefficients in amplitude equations given in Chapters 
3 and 4 is derived using reductive perturbation theory. The more general 
theory treating the finite dimensional problem with 0 (2 ) symmetry is an 
excellent general framework, but is lacking in its predictive power.
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A p p en d ix  1
6.1 Derivation o f  continuity equation for mass
Let c be the concentration o f one com ponent^ be the flux o f concentration 
c by diffusion. Then, we may equate the rate o f change o f the amount of 
that component to the amount transported by the motion o f the fluid and 
diffusion. Therefore;
I , pciV  - ~ L p cV iS  -  L ,d S  (299)
We can rewrite this in differential form  using Gauss’ Law to give,
+  P .V  c) =  - V . . .  (300)
6.2 Conservation o f  energy
In this section we aim to derive an equation for the temperature, T  in the 
same spirit as in the derivation o f  the equation for the concentration. We 
achieve this by using conservation o f  energy for the system. If we calculate 
the rate o f change o f the energy per unit volume this may be equated to 
the divergence o f the total energy flux, as the total energy o f the fluid is 
conserved. The energy per unit volume is:
( j / » » ’  +  (>«). (301)
where e is the internal energy per unit mass. Before we can calculate 
the rate o f change of energy per unit volume in the required variables of
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temperature and concentration we need two thermodynamic relations:
(302)
(303)
where n  is the chemical potential o f the mixture, P, the pressure, T, the 
temperature, S, the entropy and e, w , the internal energy and the heat 
function per unit mass. We use these relations to write the rate o f change 
o f  energy per unit mass as:
where <r' is the stress tensor. Conservation of energy requires that,
In its derivation we have used the Navier-Stokes equation and have implic­
itly neglected a term proportional to a derivative of the velocity, which takes 
into consideration heating effects due to  the motion o f  the fluid. Notice that 
equation (307) is expressed in terms o f the more favourable thermodynamic 
quantity, the entropy. We may relate 5  to T  and c by the following identity:
+  -  ? V  +  «| (304)
+ p  T  ( ^  +  ? . V S )  +  V , - „ V » 0 5 )
¿ ( J / " ’  +  n )  =  - V > ? ( i v ’  +  » )  -  V . S  +  ,). (306)
Hence,
(307)
ÔS C r  9 T  dn dc 
at ~  T  dt ( d T 'd t '
(308)
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Finally, using equations (307) and (308) we obtain:
( , - * ) .  (309)
The intermediate steps in the derivation outlined above are given m ore fully 
in Landau and Lifshitz (L .L.)(pg 130).
6.3 Diffusive fluxes
In making the approximation that the concentration and temperature gra­
dients are small it seems altogether reasonable to assume that the fluxes 
i and q may be expressed in terms o f a linear combination o f  gradients. 
Invoking Onsager reciprocal relations or as L.L. put it, a symmetry prin­
ciple, we can relate some o f the coefficients. After changing variables the 
equations for i and q are:
s » -p D [V c  +  (fcr/r)vr) (310)
q =  [kT{dn/dc)P'C +  /i]t -  « V T  (311)
where, D  is the diffusion coefficient, k  =  k jD  is the thermal diffusion 
coefficient, k j  is the thermal diffusion ratio.
6.4 Putting it all together
By making use o f the previous two subsections we can write out the equa­
tions for the concentration and temperature explicitly by elimination of t
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§ j  -  V .V e  -  D [A c  +  (k r/ T )A T ) (J12)
^  -  V .V T  -  ( t r /C , ) ( 9 ^ / 9 c ) , . r ^ j  +  ft A T . (313)
Hence, together with the equation for the velocity field the problem is 
completely prescribed. As a general observation it must be realised that 
the equations are valid only when the physical coefficients may be regarded 
as constant with respect to the temperature and concentration. The origin 
o f this simplification in these cases is due to the smallness o f the coefficient 
o f volume expansion. However, any deductions we may make in this respect 
must be treated with som e caution.
6.5 T he non-dim ensionalisation
Non-dimensionalisation o f the equations involves extracting out character­
istic collections o f the physical parameters into non-dimensional parame­
ters groups. This process is by no means unique. By choosing parameter 
groups (or numbers) that leave the equations looking as simple as possible 
we generally arrive at the same characteristic numbers that arise in similar 
problems. The scaling used in the derivation of equations (13), (14) and 
(15) o f section 1 are as follows:
d_ ___  Dj_Q_
dt <p  dt
and q from the equations. Performing this simplification we obtain:
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(314)
(315)
(3161
(317) 
- (318)
(319)
(320)
(321)
(322)
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A P P E N D IX  2
C ritical R ayleigh number
From the condition
\Lwo\ *
»  k*(Lk4) -  (1 + *)klRL{ 1 +  >4)4* -  A*’**« «  0
Rearranging,
t -  - a  +  t ) k i  i t ;
•R - k ’  -L A k ’
0 - k ‘  - H 1 +  A )k ‘
4 > ( ( l + i ) ( l  +  A ) +  f )
C ritica l k z
For minimum R:
dR
( * i +«*)»)»..  (k !+  , ’ ))’
fcî ^  LÎ
(323)
(324)
(325)
(326)
Therefore,
(327)
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A p p en d ix  3
This contains the integrals required to  evaluate the impermeable Galerkin 
model.
For the pervious m odel the following will be useful:
*in (A  +  B )  *  sin A cosB  +  cosAam B  (328)
sin (A  — B )  *  sin A cosB  — cosAsinB  (329)
cos(A  — B ) =  cosA cosB  — sinA sinB  (330)
cos(A  — B )  w cosA cosB  +  sinA sinB  (331)
Im perm eable free-slip  boundary conditions (D£ =  0)
We define.
(332)
In this appendix we com pute the relevant integrals for the Galerkin trun­
cation projected onto an impermeable subspace ( that is D£  =  0 replaces 
c =  0 at the horizontal boundaries). The equations of motion are:
+  =  (333)
( s  -  f  ~  * 7 »  -  -(» -V )* , (334)
I ? ’ )  ® =  a -V j« ! +  </,)* +  ( ) -  V ! (» .V )» .  (335)
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We choose the following modes for the velocity w and u. temperature 8 and
w =  Xsinirzcoakwx  ■+■ F  sinZir zcoskaz ,
u — —— X  sinir zcoskaz  — ^—FsinZirzcoskaz ,
ka ka
9 =  Y sinirzcoskaz  ■+■ Zsin2irz +  G sinZir z cos kaz, 
i  =  U coskaz  +  Vcosirz - f  H eoskazcosnirz.
(336)
(337)
(338)
(339)
The advective forcing takes the form:
+  ( F V  — X V )cos2 irzcoskaz — FVcosAirzcosk ,
+  X U  cosir z( 1 — cos2kaz )  +  ZU FcosZirz( 1 — cos2kaz )
+  H X co s (n  — l)ir*(l — (n — 1)(1 +  coa2k»x)
+  ¿T.Xcoj(ti +  l)irz(l — (n -r 1)(1 +  eoa2fc,x)
+  H F co s (n  -  3)w*(3 +  ( »  -  3)(1 +  cos2kmz )
+  H  F cos(n  +  3)trz(3 — (n  +  3)(1 +  cos2kaz)\. (340)
wdt9 +  uda6 =  Z [X Y cos2irz
+  G Xsin2irz(\  -  2(cos2ka +  1)) +  rF i* n 2 irx (l -  2(1 -  coa2* .)) 
+  (7X stn4irx(l (cos2ka ■+■ 1)) +  y F stn 4 irx (l +  (1 — co*2Jfc,))
+  3 G F s t n 6 j r c  ■+• 2 Z XsinZirzcoskaz  — 2Z X sin irzcoskaz  
+  ZGFsin6irz 2ZFsin5irzcoskaz  — 2ZF sin irzcoskaz] (341)
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T h e following integrals are im portant: for the coskTx  mode:
2 > ir < cos k mx  > « 2*7 . (342)
< c o a n ir  z c o a 3 k x x  > =  0, (343)
< c o a n ir  z c o a k x x  > =  0, (344)
The coa irz mode:
< cos2jrzcos7rzcojA:»x > =  0, (345)
« V< COS ITS > =  — , (346)
< c o a 3i r z c o s 2 k x z  > =  0, (347)
< c o a Z ir z  c o a ir z > =  0. (348)
The s in 2 ir z mode:
< a i n 22 ir z > = (349)
The a in ir z c o a k x x  mode:
< a in 3 ir z c o a 3 k mx  > = (350)
The a in Z irzco a k x mode:
< a in 3Z ir z c o a 3 k mx  > = (351)
< a inZ ir z c o a 3 k mx  > =  , 3 k m (352)
3
<  stn37rzcos27rzcos2i:»x > =  — -, 
o k x
(353)
3
< cos47rzstn37rzcos2i:»x > =  — — — .
1 k x
(354)
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A p p e n d ix  4
Im plicit function theorem
L«1 y  €  R "  with the usual Euclidean vector norm. The equation;
Q =  f(y ,A ), (355)
with A € ¿2, / ( y ,  A) € R n; Q stands for the zero vector. In general, the equa­
tion Q =  f ( y ,  A) defines implicitly one or more curves in (1 +  n)-dimensional
(y ,A ) space.
T he general assertion is as follows:
(1 ) / ( y « ,A * )  =  fi
(2 ) f  is continuously differentiable on its domain,
(3 ) D y f ( y#,A #) is non-singular.
Then there is an interval Ax <  Ao <  Aj, in which a function y  =  F (A ) 
defined by Q =  f (y ,  A) with the following properties holding for all A with
Ai <  A <  A,:
a) / ( F ( A ) ,A ) = 0 ,
b ) F (A ) is unique with y 0 =  F(A#),
c ) ** continuously differentiable,
no
A pp en d ix  5
Codim ension-2
The codimension-2 point occurs when the Rayleigh number R, and the 
separation ratio \j> are chosen such that the Hopf and steady bifurcations 
are coincident. This occurs when:
~ e )  +  cr (356)
and
* c r  =  ” ir‘ ( l + £ ( l + £ ) ( l + „ ) ) .  (357)
These estimates are not in complete agreement with the experimental re­
sults o f Sullivan and Ahlers (1988) - the idealised boundary conditions used 
are considered to be the root cause.
I l l
Figure 1.
A single fluid in a cylindrical dish heated from beiow. Flow patterns 
at several values of e. taken from V . Steinberg et ai.(1985i. The values
o f t are a 0.29: b - 0.15: c 0.13: d i 0.0S: e^  0.02: ( f l  -0.06. Patterns 
a and b represent concentric flow. For the rest, except if* the concentric 
flow is unstable, but the evolution o f  the pattern is slow and :mages do 
not represent a steady state. This figure demonstrates the phenomena of 
critical slowing down near the point o f  bifurcation.
Figure 2.
A stable equilibrium
Figure 3.
An asymptotically stable flow
shown.

figure 6.
Benjamin's apparatus for demonstrating the buckling o i a nscoeiastic 
arch o i wire • taken irom D.D. Joseph i 1983))
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Figure 8.
Nusseit number versus the reduced Rayleigh number. T h e solid curve 
satisfies Wu — 1 = ( .  Data taken from  Gao and Behringer 1986.
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Figure 9.
sta .o iiitr curves H.ayie:ga number versus wave number- for the 
“ e! . S“ ° . ?er' nous ? S ?  ao impervious NS I', and tree slip impervious 
. i i  . - cnticai  aonzontai wave number« are snovrn.
X versus lim
e si ousel of convection for Hie eight m
ode problem
. Il 
shows the characteristic precipitious relaxation to the oscillatory stale. This 
state heroines unstable to a fixed point.


Fiçure 13.
Schematic representation o i the pertod doubling cascade to the he’ t 
clinic expiosion (M oore et ai 1983).
Figure 14. . . . . .
3ifurcxuon diagram ( A v*. A .  :a  *.ae ».a - piane. :axea som  rvaooioca 
■si ai 19861. Soiid iines denote stadie soiutions. dasaed iines indicate ua- 
stabie soiutions.
Figure líi.
Bifurcation diagram
 sliowing tu per critical 
> ^t), tricritica) (^ = tr)
and aubcritical(^ < ^j) behaviour.
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